The re.ult of thi• paper i• applicable to network. including video traffic. [Saito 90b]

1. Introduction

Recently, there has been considerable interest in int egrated communication networks.
In particular, the development of ATM based communication networks is widely recognized

Chapter VI

as a significant step towards achieving a broadband ISDN .

ATM networks require a new congestion control scheme for vo1ce cells. One such
scheme that has recently received attention is variable rat e coding. This decreases the bit

Optimal Control of Variable Rate Coding with
Incomplete Observation in ATM Networks

rate of voice coding during an overload [Listanti 83, Bially 80a, Holtzman 85, Segue! 82,
Forst 86, Fredericks 86, Gafni 84, Goodman 80].
Variable rate voice coding can be achieved m a variety of ways [Bially 80a]. On e
method called embedded coding [Bially 80a, Goodman 80] is the following : Voice signals

Thi• chapter inve.tigated the de.ign of dynamic voice coding rate control with doubly

from off-hook users are sampled at regular intervals, typically 125 J.LS ec. Each sample is

•tocha•tic cell arrival proceue< to reduce traffic conge.tion in an ATM network. Incomplete

quantized by, for example, 4 bits. During silence periods of talkers, samples are discarded .

ob.ervation i• auumed. A co ntrol mazimize. the average coding rate of voice cell• •ubject

A specified number of samples during talkspurt are grouped together, packetized and

to an average voice/data cell waiting time constraint on a finite horizon with incomplete

transmitted. When cells are constructed, the i-th bit of all samples are grouped to make

ob.ervation. Th e optimal control ha• a •imple •tructure and i• a randomization of two

up a cell (packet interleave method) . Thus, four cells are constructed simultaneously,

feedback. with input •aturation . The general .eparation principle for the optimal control

wheu a sample is quantized by 4 bits. When a network is congested, the bits of signals

with incomplete ob.ervation, that i•, the mfficiency of the po•terior di.tribution for the

are dropped by discarding cells at the vocoders or multiplexers at the network entry point

optimal control, i• derived. Since the complezity of the analytical re<ult• prevent• u• from

and at ATM nodes within the network . The cell consisting of the least significant bits is

obtaining an ezplicit control when ob.ervation i• incomplete , an adaptive •uboptimal control

discarded first. Cells are discarded in ascending order of significan ce.

i• propo.ed. Thi• i• al•o a random modification of two feedback. with •aturation and i•

Traditional voice flow control mechanisms discard voice cells, which contain whole bits

ea•ily implementable. The effectivene.• of the •uboptimal control i• verified by •imulation•·

of a sampled signal, and none of the information of the sampled voice signal contained in
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the discarded cells is transmitted. By contrast, variable rate coding dynamically trades off

assumption of the correlation of arrival processes must be compared with optimum derived

voice quality and congestion by reducing the voice codi ng bit rate at th e point of congestion

under the renewal assumption.

or the point of entry. When a network is conges t ed, only higher bits of a sampled voice
This chapter aims t o derive a control scheme which makes the voice quality as good
signal are transmitted, but many cells with less significant bits are discarded und er this
as possible while reducing congestion . It is known that voice quality deteriorates as the
control. The cell loss probability to satisfy the specified quality standards is less than 1%
coding rate decreases [Heffestad 82], though the effect of bit rate on voice coding is quite
under traditional voice fl ow control , and 5% cell loss probability is admissible under the
complicated [Cox 80, H oltzman 85]. Futhermore, it is known [Saito 89a] that maximization
embedded coding scheme. This is why many syst ems employ embedd ed coding [Muise 86].
of the average coding rate m eans maximization of cell-wise signal-to-noise ratio and minimization of cell loss probability. Thus the average voice coding rate is used as the criterion
The remaining problem in the congestion control using embedded coding is how to
for voice quality [Bially 80b, Muise 86]. A Markov chain provides the voice a rrival process
feedback congestion information in order to drop cells . Previous works assumed that cells
in this chapter. The states of the chain at t specify the probabilities for all numbers of
are dropped if the queue length or the number of active talkers exceeds a specified level [Yin
voice cells arriving at t. This model for an arrival process reflects the facts: It is known
87]. Control with a queue length threshold is attractive, because it is easy to implement.
that during t h e talkspurt , individual voice sources generate cells and that the number of
If the group size of cells construct ed simultan eously is two, that is, the least sign ificant
active talkers at t determines the arrival rate of voice cells at t. Time evol ution of the
cell and the most significant cell , it is the optimal solution in [Saito 89a].

[Sait o 89a]
number of active talkers can be modelled by a Markov chain [Bially 80b, Heffes 86].

analyzed the optimal control which maximizes t he average voice coding rate subj ect t o an
average queue length constraint on an infinite horizon with uncorrelated arrival processes.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, notation is introduced and the

If the admissible control class is restricted to the class of randomized stationary controls

problem is formulated . In Section 3, optimality equations are analyzed.

employing the total number of waiting voice/data cells in the system and the number of

multiplier is introduced and the optimization pr oblem with a constraint is reduced to

cells arriving in the current slot, then the optimal control is randomized feedback with

one without a constraint. It is shown that the optimal control of the Lagrangian is a

input saturation. In practice, since the voice arrival process is correlated when the number

feedback with input saturation [Vakil 87]. The general separation principle, that is , that

of multiplexed voice sources is small, this result must be extended. However , the method

the sufficient statistics for the optimal control are the posterior distribution of the phases of

in [Saito 89a] cannot be extended to a multidimensional Markov chain and cannot be

arrival processes, is shown. Unfortunately, the optimal control with incomplete observation

applied for a correlated arrival process. Additionally, an optimal control derived under the

cannot be implemented easily. Thus, Section 4 proposes an implementable suboptimal
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A Lagrange

control, tha t is, feedback wit h sat urat ion , a nd it s effectiveness is verified by simulations in
Section 5. Section 6 presents some conclusion.

Thu s, Nd(t) , the t ot al numb er of a ccepted d a t a cells, is equal to Ad(t).
Let z.(t) and zd (t) denote the number of waitin g voice and data cells in th e system
just before the arrival of cells at the t-th slot. (Figure 1.)

2. Problem fornmlation
To determine N . (t), the t otal numb er of a ccept ed cells a t t , we can use the inforCon sid er an ATM multiplex er (or ATM nod es ) and assum e that cells arrive at the
multiplexer at the b eginnings of slots and leave at th e ends of slots. Voice cells are assumed
t o arrive in a batch, since packet interleaving is used and several voice cells are constructed
simultan eously. A voice or data cell is assumed t o have a fixed length [Hetfes 86, Muise 86 ,
Saito 89a]. It is assumed that a slot has a fixed duration equal t o the transmission time
of a cell. A cell is transmit t ed in a slot .

mation I, I,

~

{J1 , z . (I) , ... , z . (t), z d(l) , .. . , z d(t) , A.( l ), . .. , A.( t ), Ad(1), .. . , Ad(t)},

where I 1 = the initial distributions of the phases of the a rrival rates.
Th e control scheme which makes the voice quality (average co din g ra t e) as good as
possible while reducing congestion (average waiting time of cells) is th e solut ion of the
following problem , under the assumption that a priority is followed for voice cells over
data cells as in [Vakil 87]. Th e crit erion is the average coding rat e of voice cells arriving

The arrival processes of voice/ data cells are assum ed t o be two independent processes.
Data cells are assumed t o arrive in a renewal process. Let >.d( l) b e th e probabilty that

during [0, T ]. The constraint is th e average of the t ot al wa iting tim es of voice/data cells
during [0, T ].

Ad(t) , the number of data cells arriving at the beginning of th e t-th slot , is/. The states of

T

max

a Markov chain at t provides the voice cell arrival process. Let >..(t; k) be th e probability

J

Nv ( t )

= E (L N.( t )llt]
t= l

(2.1)

T

that A.(t) , th e numb er of voice cell batches arriving at th e beginning of the t-th slot, is k .

subj. t o

C = E [L

W(t) II t] ::; c

(2.2)

t= l

When the chain

z., which d enotes the number of talkers in talkspurt and is called the phase

Here, W(t) is the t otal numb er of cells at t. That is,

of the voice cell arrival process, is in state i (i = 1, .. . , K.) at t , then >..(t;k) = >.. (k li).

(2.3 )

Denote the probability of the transition from stat e i to state j in the chain as ~ . ( i , j).
The size of an arriving voice cell batch is flm•~• that is, a voice cell consists of flm a•
cells when it arrives. After bit dropping, the size of an accepted voice cell bat ch is

The pro cess of the number of voice cells in the syst em , z . (t ), follows

if. ,
z.(t

wh ere 0

+ 1) =

[z.(t)

+ N . (t)

-

I]+

< flmin ::; fl. ::; flm.~ · Here, fl. is selected as a control parameter . Let

N.( t) denote t he total accepted voice cells at t . Then , 0 ::; Nmin ::; N. ::; Nmaz, where

and the process of the numb er of data cells in the syst em , zd(t), follows

Nmi n = A.(t )Nmin> Nma~ = A.(t)Nmaz· Data cells are assumed not to be discard ed.
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(2.4)

Here, 1{-) denotes an indicator function and

[z]+ = { "•
0,

Then, the optimal reward function is well defined by the recursive optimality equations
if" 2': 0,
if" < 0.

[Howard 71],

3. Optimality equations

= max

Nv(t)

In actual systems, observation of the number of users in talkspurt requires too much

{N.(t) - -yW(t) +

L ~.(t + 1; k)Ad(l)
k ,l

work for the controller and the control with its observation is not implementable in practice.
Thus,

Zv,

the phase of the voice arrival process, is assumed to be unobserved. Conversely,

(3.5a)
fort = 1, ... ,T and

number of arriving voice cell groups A.(t) is easy to measure, and the number of active
(3.5b)
talkers z.(t) is assumed to be estimated from the measurement of A.(t).
Here ,

For a fixed -y , a Lagrangian [Nain 86a,b , Tijms 86] is defined as,
T

J, =

L E[N.(t)- -yW(t) Jit],

( 3.1)

~.(t + 1; k) = Pr[A.(t) = kJI, ] =

t= l

L

z.(t; i)~.(i, j)Av(kJj),

(3.6a)

i ,j

and we consider the problem

(3.6b)
max

Nv(t)

J,.

(3.2)

z.(t + 1) =[z.(t) + N.(t) -

I]+,

Define V,(z.(t), zd(t) , A.(t), Ad(t),I,), the maximal expected reward during [t, T]. V, (z.(t),

(3.6c)
(3.6d)

zd(t), A.(t), Ad(t),I,) depends on I, only through A,(t), and distribution of A.(t) given

(3.6e)

I, is equivalent to that given z.(t), the posterior distributions of z.(t) given I, . Thus,

We first prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.

Here, z.(t) can be evaluated using the observation A.(t);
z.(t) = (z.(t; 1), .. . , z.(t; K.)),

(3.3)

z.(t; i) = Pr[z.(t) = iJI, ],

- L; i.(t -l;j)~.(j, i)A.(A.(t)Ji)
- L; ,kz.(t -1;j)~.(j,k)Av(A.(t)Jk)"
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For all i, j, m, n, Zv, t,

V,(i + 1,j,m,n, z.(t)) = V,(i,j + 1,m,n,z.(t)).

(3.7)

(3.4)
Proof: The proof is by induction on t. Suppose that Eq. (3. 7) holds true fort+ 1, t +
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2, ... , T

+ 1.

W(t) = (z(t)

Then,
V,(i

= max

+ 1,j, m,n,zv(t))

{Nv(t) - -y [Nv(t)

z(t

+ i + j + Nd(t)j+

+ 1)

= [z(t)

+ Nv(t) + Nd(t) -

l j+ ,

(3 .9a)

+ Nv(t) + Nd(t)

w.

(3.9b)

-

Equations (3.8a)-(3.8b) correspond to (3.5a)-(3.5b) , and (3.9a) co rres ponds to (3.6b).
The solution of the optimality equation (3 .8) is discussed in the App endix , which

k,l

V,(i , j

=max

+ 1, m, n, Zv(t))

{Nv(t) - -y(Nv(t)

shows that the maximum expected reward is a decreasing and co ncave function of th e

+ i + j + Nd(t)j+

number of cells in the system (Theorem 2, Theorem 3), and that the optimal control of the
Lagrangian is monotonic, a feedback control with saturation (Theorem 4). The optimal

k,l

V.+t([i

+ Nv(t) - W ,j + Nd(t) + 1 -

l (i

+ Nv(t)

= 0), k, l, zv(t

+ 1))}.

controls of the Lagrangians. As a result, the optimal control of the average coding rate

From the assumption,
V,+l(i
=V.+J( (i

+ Nv(t),j + Nd(t), k,l, zv(t + 1))
+ Nv(t) - W ,j + Nd(t) + 1 -

l(i

constrained by the average waiting time with complete information has a simple structure:

+ Nv(t)

= 0) , k, l, zv(t

randomization of two deterministic controls which are the feedback control with saturation

+ 1)).

{Theorem 5, 6 and 7).

Therefore,
V,(i

+ 1, j, m, n, Zv(t))

= V,(i,j

+ 1, m, n, Zv(t)).

•

That is, when z(t) = n, Av(t) = i , Ad(t) = j, zv(t) = kat t, the optimal control is the

Theorem 1 shows that there is no need to distinguish voice cells in the system from
data cells in the system, and we can eliminate one dimension from the optimality equation
(3.5). Set z(t) = Zv(t)

+ zd(t).

N; (t; n, i, j, k; -y)

voice cells or

N; (t; n, i, j, k; -y - 0)

voice cells at t

with probability r or 1 - r . Here,

N;(t; n, i,j,k; -y) = [K;(t; k ) - n - iJZ:::~:
and K;(t;k) is provided by the optimality equation (3.8) and y = [z ]l: is a saturation
function defined in (A.15) .

U,(z(t), Av(t), Ad(t), zv(t))

{Nv(t) --yW(t)

control which accepts

The optimal reward function U,(z(t), Av(t), Ad(t), zv(t))

during [t , T] is defined as

=max

control maximizing Eq. (2 .1 ) with a constraint (2.2) is a randomization of two optimal

The generalized separation principle is valid in the following sense. The optimality

+ 2.:::::>-v(t + 1;k)>.d(l)U,+I(z(t + l),k,l,zv(t + 1))},(3.8a)
k,l

equation (3.8) depends only on Zv, which Zv are sufficient statistics for the optimal control.

fort = 1, ... , T and

We refer to this property as the generalized separation principle following [Segall 77, Vakil
(3.8b)
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There are two methods for determining K~(r;l) or equivalently N;(r;i,j,k,l). One

4. Suboptimal control
The previous argument highlights the structure of the optimal control. However, since
the computation of the reward function U using (3.8) generally appears to be prohibitive

method is to solve Eq. (3.8) for complete observation with an approximation that the
maximum number of cells in the system is finite L.

because of the dependence on z.(t), the explicit solution of the optimal control with in.
U,(z(t), A.(t), Ad(t), z.(t))
complete observation cannot be determined in practice from the above results. Hence, it
is necessary to consider an implernentable suboptimal control for incomplete observation.
By replacing z.(t) into z.(t), we can prove that all the result mentioned above are
also valid for complete observation. Here, an implementable suboptimal control for in-

=max

{N.(t)- 1W(t)

2.::::

+

•.(z.(t), z.(t

+ 1))-\.(i Jz.(t + 1))U,+l(z(t + 1), i,j,z.(t + 1)0Pa)

i,j,z.(t+l)

fort= 1, ... ,T,

0::;

z(t) ::; Land

complete observation is proposed based on the optimal control with complete observation.
(4.3b)

The optimal control with complete observation uses N;(t;z(t),A.(t),Ad(t),z.(t);l) or

N;(t;z(t),A.(t),Ad(t),z.(t);")'-0) with probability • and 1-•. The optimal control with

W(t)

incomplete observation is a randomized modification of N;(t;z(t),A.(t),Ad(t),z.(t);l)
and N;(t; z(t), A.(t), Ad(t), z.(t); ")'- 0), and

z.

z(t

+ 1)

[z(t)

+ N.(t) + Nd(t)

-

I]+,

(4.4a)

= [z(t)

+ N.(t) + Nd(t)

- 1]~.

(4.5b)

=

are the sufficient statistics for the optimal

control. Thus, it is natural to consider the following class of suboptimal controls as in

The other method is to use the optimal control with an infinite horizon. For an infinite
horizon, the performance measures under the optimal control are directly derived in the

[Vakil 87]. It employs

N;(t; z(t), A.(t), Ad(t), z.(t) = i; 1),
{ N;(t;z(t),A.(t),Ad(t),z.(t) = i, ;1- 0),

with probability •z.(t; i),
with probability (1- •)z.(t; i),

following way, because the structure of an optimal control is given. We can omit t or

T

for

( 4.1)
an infinite horizon.

for 1 ::; i ::; K •. To provide control by Eq. (4.1), a controller must hold the data of
If we assume {K~(i)}, then -\(nJi, k), the probability that the number of accepted
{K~(t;

i), t = 0, ... , T}. To decrease the complexity of control, for a certain fixed

T

E [0, T],
voice and data cells is n when the number of cells in the system is i and the voice arrival

we use {K~(r; i)} instead of {K~(t; i), t = 0, ... , T}. In other words,
phase is k, can be determined. Let p( i, j) be the stationary probability that the number

N;(r;z(t),A.(t),Ad(t),z.(t)
{ N;( r; z(t), A.(t), Ad(t), z.(t)

= i;")'),
= i,; 1- 0),

with probability •z.(t; i),
with probability (1- •)z.(t; i).

(4.2)

of cells in the system is i and the voice arrival phase is j. Thus, fori

Futhermore, employin g the method in [Heffes 86], we can reduce the dimension of voice
arrival phase to 2 (K. = 2). As a result, control is possible with only K~(r; 1), K~(r; 2).
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2: 1,

i+l

p(i,j) =

2.:::: •.(k,j){l:.::-\(IJi + 1-l,k)p(i + 1-l,k)},
1=0
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(4 .6a)

s.

and

Performance of suboptimal control

1

p(O, j) = I>·(k, j){L .A(ll1 - I, k)p(1 - I, k)

+ .A(O [O, k)p(O, k)}.

(4.6b)

l= O

Set K =

maz;{K~(i)}.

This section examines the performance of the suboptimal control proposed in the

Define .A(n[k) as the probability that the number of accepted voi ce
previous section. The effect iveness of the suboptimal control is verified by simulation.

and data cells is n when the size of accepted voice cell group

fl.

is Nmin and that the
Suboptimal control with in complete observation, optimal control with co mplete observa-

voice arrival phase is k . Fori > K, Eq. (4.6) is
tion and fixed rate control

i+l

p(i,j)

= 2:::: ... (k,j){l:: .A(I lk)p(i + 1 -

(4.7)

I, k)}.

l= O

Define G;(z) = L;;:K+lp(i,j)z'. From Eq. (4.7),

(N. is constant irrespective of congestion) are compared for the

same sample path of cell arrivals.
In the following numerical examples, we consider a multiplexer with a 1.5Mbits/s

K

zG;(z) = L

,..(k, j){A,(z)G,(z)

+ A, (z) LP(I, k) z

1

transmission line. We assume that the cell length is 64 bytes, and that the talkspurts and

K+lK+l - 1

-L L
l= O

silence periods are exponentially distribut ed with means 352 ms and 650 ms [Sriram 86,
.A(m[k)p(I,k) Pm}.

(4.8)

m=O

Heffes 86]. The voice signal in a talkspurt is sampled every 125 J.LSec and quantized by 4

Here ,
bits [D ravide 89]. Thus, every 64 ms, four cells are generated . We assume that frm in = 2,
(4.9)

and Nm .. = 4 [Dravide 89].

00

D( z) ~ L.Ad(l)zZ,

( 4.10)

Two cases are considered: 100 off-hook users added to data traffic (Case 1), and 50

l=O
00

A.(z [j) ~

L

( 4.11)

.A.(k[j)z" .

1. = 0

off-hook users added to data traffic (Case 2). Offered voice and data traffic intensity totals
0.85 in both cases. Using the method in [Heffes 86], we ob tain the continu ous-time Markov

Let .,., be the stationary probability that the voice arrival phase is at i , and
modulated Poisson process mod el (K. = 2) for the voice arrival process. The holding time
( 4.12)

of a server, that is, th e transmission time of a cell, is quit e small in ou r model. Thus we
Then ,

neglect the probabilities that there is more than one transition in a voice arrival process

K

G;(1)

+ LP(l , j) =

11"; .

(4.13)

during a slot, that more than one voice cell arrives during a slot, and that more than one

1=0

The performance measures such as the average coding rate J, the average waiting time C
and t he Lagrangian J~ can be obtained from Eq. (4.6) for 0 :S: i :S: K , Eq. (4 .8) and Eq.
(4.13) . Consequently, the optimal {K~(i)} can be obtained.
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data cells arrive during a slot. Thus we obtain a discrete- time model.
For Case 1: .A.(0[1) = 0.78 , .A.(1[1) = 0.22 , .A.(0 [2) = 0.84, .A.(1 [2) = 0.16 , .Ad(O) =
0.90, .Ad(1) = 0.10 and .A.(I [k) = 0, .Ad( I) = 0 for I 2: 2, k = 1, 2. The transition matrix of
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voice arrival process (rv(i,j));,; is (

1- 0.66 X 10- 3
0.66 x 10 - 3

0.66 X 10 - 3 )
1 - o.66 x 1 o- 3

from phase 1 to phase 2 occurs at 40, and the estimation that the voice arrival phase is
·

For Case 2: Av(OI1) = 0.89,Av(111) = O.ll,Av(OI2) = 0.923,Av(112) = 0.077,Ad(O) =
0.52, Ad(1)= 0.48 and Av(llk) = 0, Ad(l) = 0 for I

:2: 2, k = 1, 2. The transition matrix of

. .
. ( 1 - 0.66 X 10- 3
voice arrival process ( rv (•, J ));,; IS
0.65 x 10-3

0.66 X 10 - 3 )
1 - o.65 x 1o- 3 ·

J is sufficiently small for t

>

80. Since the mean sourjourn time at phase 2 is more than

1000 , the estimation is sufficiently rapid for practical use. The estimation becomes more
important if the difference in arrival rate in each arrival phase is larger and the sojourn
time in each arrival phase is longer. Fortunately, the estimation becomes easier for that

Figure 2 shows the processes of the number of cells m the system under the five
case.

controls. Adaptive controls (suboptimal controls with incomplete observation and optimal
In our numeral examples, the total waiting times under the adaptive controls are larger
controls with complete observation) regulate the number of accepted cells when the number
than under the fixed rate cont rol

Nv

= 2, and smaller than under the fixed rate control

of cells in the system is not small. Thus, the number of cells in the system increases steeply

Nv

= 4. The coding rates of voice cells under the adaptive controls are larger than under

under those controls at the beginning of the busy period and is mitigated afterwards. It
is shown that the number of cells in the system under the non-adaptive control

Nv

the control

Nv

= 2 and smaller than under the control

Nv

= 4. Performance measures

= 3
of adaptive controls are compared with the control

Nv

= 3 to clarify their effectiveness.

exceeds those under adaptive controls around the middle of the busy period (t E [3, 6] in
Figures 4 and 5 show the mean waiting times under the control

Nv

= 3 and under the

Figure 2.).
adaptive controls, and the mean voice cell coding rate. In these figures, if the mean waiting
Furthermore, adaptive controls regulate the input severely when the number of cells

time using an adaptive cont rol is smaller, and the coding rate are larger, the adaptive

m the system increases. This is because the voice arrival rate is estimated (or observed)
control is well performed and is more desirable than the control
to be high if voice cells arrive successively, and the number of accepted cells is small when

Nv

= 3, regarding both

waiting time and coding rate.

the arrival rate is high. This mechanism is also useful for reducing congestion and is not
In Figure 4 , the result for case 1 is shown. The result for case 2 is shown in Figure 5.
observed for the independent arrival process [Saito 89a].
Figures 4 and 5 show the effectiveness of adaptive controls. The suboptimal control works
Figure 3 shows that the voice arrival phase is estimated to be 1, is drawn. In this

>

as well as the optimal control with complete information, although the suboptimal control

Av(l l2), there is a jump in estimation iv(t; 1) = Pr(zv(t) =III,)

tends to accept more cells than the optimal one. Since the confidence interval of waiting

when a voice cell arrives. In other words, the posterior probability that the voice arrival

time for the suboptimal control is larger than that for the optimal one, the variance of

phase is at 1, increase when a voice cell arrives. While no voice cells are arriving, the

waiting time for suboptimal control seems to be larger than that the for optimal one.

example, since Av(l l1)

estimation that the arrival phase is 1 decreases exponentially. In Figure 3, the transition
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Appendix.

V. Conclusions
This chapter investigated dynamic voice coding rate control in ATM networks was investigated. The emb ed ded coding scheme was considered and the control which maximizes

In this appendix , th e structure of th e optimal control is shown .
The following theorem shows that th e maximal expected reward is a decreasing funci-

the average voice coding rate subject to an average waiting time constraint was analysed

ton of z, the total numb er of cells in the system.

using the Lagrangian multiplier technique and dynamic programming. The optimal control

Theorem 2.

has a simple structure and is a random modification of two det erministic feedback controls

For all n, i, j , t ,

with saturation.

U,(n,i,j,z.(t))

~

U,(n+1,i,j,z.(t)).

(A.1)

The incomplete observation case was considered, since in practice, the arrival process

Proof:
phases are not observed . Therefore, the control with incomplete observation is important
in practice. The general separation principle was derived. That is, the sufficient statisti cs

The proof is by induction on t. Assume U,+ 1 (n,i,j,z.(t+1)) ~ U,+ 1 (n+1,i,j,z.(t+

!)) for all n,i,j,z •. If N is the optimal number of accepted voice cells wh en z(t) =
for the optimal control are the posterior distributions of th e phases of arrival processes .
Finally, a practical suboptimal control was proposed. With incomplete observation,

n+ 1, A.(t) = i,Ad(t) = j , z.(t) = m,
U,(n,i,j,m)

the optimal control cannot be explicitly specified because of the complexity of the analytical
result. The proposed suboptimal control is implementable and has the same structure as
the optimal control. The simulation results indicated its effectiveness.
The analysis presented in this chapter is also valid for an average voice cell waiting
time constraint and the optimal control is also a random modification of two feedback

+

L

~.(t + 1; k).Xd(l)U,+l([N + n + Nd(t) - I]+' k,l, z.(t + 1))

k,l

~N -

+

-y[N + n + 1 + Nd(t) - 1]+

L

~.(t + 1; k).Xd(l)U,+,( [N + n + 1 + Nd(t)-

w' k, I, z.(t + 1))

k,l

controls with saturation .

=U,(n+ 1,i, j , m) .

The results of this chapter was assumed that voice and data traffic flows in ATM
networks. However, this can be extended to the case such that embedded coded video

•

Let U,(NJn,i,j,m) denote the expected reward during [t,T] wh en N.(t)

n, A.(t) = i, Ad(t) = j, z.(t) = m with the optimal control during [t + 1, T]. That is,

traffic is added to voice and data traffic.
U,(N Jn,i,j,m)

~ N - -yW(t)
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= N,z(t) =
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+

'L ~v( t + 1; k)A d(l)Ut +l(z (t + 1) , k , l , zv(t + 1)).

(A.2)

Define

k ,l

tlU,(n , i , j ,m) ~ U,(n + l , i,j, m ) - U,(n,i , j ,m )

Here,

W (t)

= z(t + 1) = [n + N + Nd(t)

6 2 U,(n , i, j , m) ~ tlU,(n + 1, i, j,m) - tl U,(n, i,j, m )

- I]+.

Let j3,(N in, i, j , m ) den ote th e difference of th e exp ected rewards during [t,T] with

Nv (t)

= N + 1 and

Nv(t)

= N.

That is,

(A.6)
(A.7 )

to simplify the notation.
We show that j3,(N in , i , j, m) is a decreasing fun ction of N .

j3,(N in , i, j , m ) ~ U,(N + l ln , i, j , m) - U, (N in,i, j ,m) .

(A .3)

Lemma 1. H, for all n , i , j , m ,

Notice that, for all N,n , i , j,n' , i',j',m,t,

then , for all N, n, i , j, m ,

j3,(Nin,i,j, m)
= 1 - ;1( n

+ N + Nd(t) > 0)

,B,(N in , i , j,m) 2 ,B,(N + l ln , i, j , m ).

lo,l

Proof: From the above assumption ,

,B,(N + l ln , i, j,m) - j3,(N in, i, j , m)
=,B,(N + (n - n') + (j - j')ln' , i',j',m)

= ;(l(n + N

+ Nd(t) >

0) - 1)

In particular,
lo ,l

,B,(N - l in + l,i,j, m)

= j3,(N in,i, j ,m) .

(AA)

+n+j

and m. To emphasize this

= ,B,(N in , i, j, m).

(A.5)

In other words , ,B,(Nin, i, j, m) is a function of N

{U,+l(n + 1 + N + Nd(t) , k , I,m')
- 2U,+,(n + N

+ Nd (t) , k , l ,m')

fact , set

{3,(N + n + i lm)

The j3, used in this Appendix is employed in the proof of Theorem 3.
The following theorem shows the concavity of the optimal reward function U, in z(t).
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:'0: 0.

•

2

Note that if 6 Ut+l( n, i, j , m) :'0: 0 and ,B,(N in, i, j, m) 2 0, then ,B,(N'In, i, j, m) 2 0
for N'

:<0:

N, using Lemma 1.

- ]49 -

The following is assumed for simplifying the result . If maximization is achieved by

0 2 ,B,(Nin + 1, i, j,rn) - ,B,(Nin, i,j,rn).

more than one integer, we adopt the largest one as optimal. That is, if

Using the optimality of N 0 ,

U,(Ni n , i , j , rn) = U,(N - lin, i, j , rn),
U,(Nin,i,j,m) > u,(N'In,i,j,m),

(A. B)

0 > ,B,(Noln,i,j,m).

(N' "IN - 1)
By Lemma 1, for all N (No ::; N

then the optimal number of acce pted voice cells is N, not N - 1.
It is shown by the following Lemma that the optimal number of accepted cells is a

< N-maz)

,B,(Noln, i,j, rn) 2 ,B,(Nin, i,j,rn).

decreasing function of the number of cells in the system.
Thus, using (A .8),
Lemma 2.

0 > ,B,(Nin,i,j,m) 2 ,B,(Nin+ l,i,j,rn).
If, for all n, i , j, rn,
Therefore,

(A.9)
then

N'(t ·
v

. .

,n,t,J,m

) = { N;(t;n + l,i,j,rn),
N;(t;n

+ l , i,j,m) + 1.

or

For the remaining, the proof is divided into three disjoint cases:

Here, N;(t;n,i,j,m) is the optimal total number of accepting voice cells at t, when z(t) =

n, Av(t) = i, Ad(t) = j, Zv(t) = rn.

(ii) Assume N-min < No < N-maz· By the optimality of No,

Proof:

0 > ,B,(Noln, i, j , rn) ,

Set

No = N;(t;n,i,j,m) ,

N1 = N;(t;n + l,i,j,rn),

0 ::0 ,B,(No - l in, i,j, rn).
Using Eq. (A.4),

0 > ,B,(No - lin+ l,i,j,rn),

to simplify the notation.
By Lemma 1 and (A.4),

0 ::; ,B,(No - 2ln
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+ 1, i, j, rn).
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~'U,(n,i,j,rn) = (N, - 2Nt

Thus, using Lem ma 1, N 1 = No- 1 when No > N,. Consequently, N1 =No, No - 1.

+ No)(1

- !)

(iii) Assume No = Nma•· By the optimality of No,

0 ::0 [3,(Nmao - 1Jn, i, j, m)

= [3,(Nmao- 2Jn + 1,i,j,rn)
Therefore, by Lemma 1 and the above equation, N,

= Nmaz

or Nma• - 1.

+ Ut+t(No + n + Nd(t)

- 1, k, l , m')}.

(A.12)

This concludes the proof. •
By Lemma 2, we should consider the four disjoint cases: (i) N 2 = N 1 = N 0 , (ii)

Theorem 3.
N2
~'U,(n,i,j,rn)

::0 0

(A.lO)

=N1 =

N0

-

1, (iii) N 2

(i) Set N ~ N 0

= N1 -

= N1 = N2.

1 = No - 1 and (iv) N 2

By (3.18),

~'U,(n ,i,j,rn)

for all n,i,j,rn,t.
Proof:

Let N 0 , N 1 and N 2 denote the optimal control at z(t) = n, n

+ 1 and n + 2.

That is,

No~ N;(t;n,i,j,m)

N 2 ~ N:(t;n
We first consider the case z(t)

1. By (3.18)

k,l

=f3,(NJn + 1, i,j,rn).
Then, N 0

= N1

= N2

= 0,

and
By the optimality of N 1

~'U,(O,O,O,m)

= - ~+ L~.(t

-

~ 2 U,(n,i,j,rn)

+ 2,i,j,m).

= A.(t) = Ad(t) = 0.

(ii) Set N ~ N, = N 1 and N = N 0

(iii) Set N ~ N,

+ 1;k).\d(l)(Ut+t(1,k,l,rn')- u,+l(O,k,l,rn')) < 0.

(A.ll)

= N,

= N1 -

f3,(NJn
1

= N0

-

+ 1, i,j,rn) < 0.
1.

~ 2 U,(n ,i,j, rn)

k ,l

Next, we consider the case z(t)

+ Ad(t) > 0.

The proof is by induction on t. Assume ,
k,l

= - f3,(NJn

By the optimality of N 1
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+ 1,i,j,rn)
= N + 1,

f3,(NJn

+ 1, i, j, m)
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:::>:

0.

= N1 -

1

= N0

-

2.

(iv) Assume N 2

=

N 1 - 1 = No - 2.

or for all k 2: 0,
J3,(kJm) 2: 0,

2

f1 U,(n,i,j,m) = 0

or for all k 2: 0,

This co ncludes the proof. •

J3,(kJm)

Il is shown that the optimal control of the Legrangian (3.1) is monotonic m th e

following sense and has a simple structure: feedback control with saturation.

Therefore, if K;(t; m) E [n + iN~;,. + j , n
N (N~;,.

Theorem 4.

s;

N

s;

N~az)

,B,(NJn, '' J, m)
N;(t; n, i, j, m)

+ iN~az + j ],

then there exists an integer

for fixed i, j such that

. . {<0,
>

For all n,i,j,m,t, there exists an integer K;(t;m) and

< 0.

-

0

'

ifK;(t;m) < n +N+ j
if K•(t· m) ; n + N + J.
..., '
'

that is, N;(t; n , i,j,m) = K;(t;m) - n- j.

= N;(t;n + 1, i,j, m) o-r N;(t;n

+ 1,i, j , m) + 1,

(A.13)

If K;(t ;m)

< n + iN~in + j, ,B,(NJn,i,j,m) < 0 for N E [iN~;,_,iN~azJ, that is ,

(A.I4)
Here, y = [ :z: ]~ denotes a saturation function ,
for b < :z:,
:z:, for a s; :z: s; b,
{
a, for :z: < a.
b,

y=

(A .15)

Consequently, N;(t; n, i,j,m) = [K;(t; m) - n - Nd(t) J~::: . •
Theorem 4 shows that the optimal number of accep .~d cells is a decreasing function

Proof:

Employing Lemma 2 and Theorem 3, Eq. (A.13) showing monotonicity of N;, can be

of the number of cells in the system.
By Theorem 4, the structure of the optimal control for the Lagrangian is clarified and

proved. Using Lemma 1 and Theorem 3, for all k, m, t,

we proceed to analysis of the original problem (2.1) and (2 .2) .
J3,(kJ m) 2: J3,(k

+ I Jm ).
Theorem 5.

Therefore, there exists an integer K;(t;m) 2: 0, for fixed t,m such that

{ <0
,B,(kJm) 2: o:

for K;(t;m)
for K;(t;m)
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s; k,
> k,

Assume

/L

> 12 •

Let u 1 and u 2 denote the optimal controls for the Lagrangians J~,

and J~,·
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Then, for all1 1 > 1 2, th e criterion (2.1) and the constraint (2.2) follow the inequalities:

for all 1'1

> /'2.

Denote

J(ut) ::; J(u2),

u~

•
as the optimal control of the Lagrangian

In particular, let
C(ut)::; C(u2).

(A.17)

Proof: By the optimality of u 1 at I'= /'I,

U 00

be th e cont rol by which Nv(t;n,i,j,m) = N=in for all t,n , i,j,m,

and let u 0 be the control by which Nv(t ; n,i,j, m ) = N=n for all t , n,i,j,m.
Theorem 6.
If C(u 00 ) : : ; c

< C(uo), there exist an r E [0, 1] and a

and v( r,/') is the optimal control of the
Therefore, if C(u 1 )

> ( =)C( u 2),

then J(u!)

> (~)J( u 2 ) ,

because

/'I>

< (= )J(u2),

C( ut)

Lagrangian]~ .

I'~

0 such that C(v( r ,l')) = c

Here , v( r,/') is the control which

0.
employs either

If J(ut)

J~ .

(A.16)

u~

or

u~ - o

with probabilities rand 1 ~ r.

< (::;)C(u2)·
Proof:

Similarly, if J(u!)

>

~

0.

(= )J(u 2), then C(ut)

>

(~)C(u 2 ) , because of the optimality of

E mploying Theorem 5, there exists a I' such that
u2 at I' = 1'2 and /'2

c < C(u 0 ).

C(~-o)::;

=

C(u~),

C(v( r,/' )) is a continu ous function of r , and C(v(O,/')) =

If C( u!) < (=)C(u 2), J(u 1 ) < (::;) J(u2).
C(v(1,/'))

c::;

if C(uoo)::;

C(u~_ 0 )

and

C( u~).

Therefore,
Therefore, there exists an r E [0, 1] such that C(v(r,l')) =c.
If J~(u~)
or

<

J~(~ - o), J~-o(~-o) = J~(~ - o)

>

J~(~ ). This contradicts the opti·

matity o fu~. Therefore, J~(~) = J~(u~ - o) .

J(u!)
for all 1'1

~ J(u2) ,C( ui) ~ C(u2),

In addition , for all controls u,

> 1 2.

J~(v(r,l'))

If/' = 0, then maximization of the Lagrangian (3. 1) red uces to the maximization of th e
criterion (2.1) without the constraint (2.2). Conversely, when I'---> oo, the maximization of
the Lagrangian (3.1) becom es minimization of (2.2) without considering (2.1). Therefore,

J(u!) < J(u2), when 1'1---> oo and 1 2 = 0. Conseq uen tly,

=

rJ~(~)

=

J~(u~)

+ (1 ~ r)J~(u~-o)

~ J~(u).

Thus, v( r, I') is an optim al control of the Lagrangian ]~.
This completes the proof. •
T h eor em 7.

~ !56 ~

~ ]57 ~

If C(uoo) ::; c

< C(u0 ), there exist an,. E [0, 1] and a

1 :::>: 0 such that

v(,., 1) is the

optimal control of (2.1) with the constraint (2.2).
If C(uoo) > c, there is no control which meets the constraint (2.2).
If C(u 0 )

::;

c, u 0 is the optimal control of (2.1) , which meets the constraint (2.2),

an embedded coded
uoice packet

Proof:

First, assume C(uoo) ::; c

< C(u 0 ). Then, th ere exist an,. E [0,1] and a 12:0 such

that v(1',1) is the optimal control of J~ with C(v(,.,l))

ss significant

bit~

ore significant bi8

lost

max

= c, employing Theorem 6. Thus,

for any control u which meets a constraint (2.2),

{

8+ )N

~cv(t;k)}

N

. ::; N

mm

v

::;N

max

v

r

an integra ted
multipleHer
X

-----'------...-----1..___.11

I { Ad (k)

}

0

=J(u) -1C(u)
Therefore,

a data packet
J(v(1',1))- J(u) 2: 1(C(v(1',1)) - C(u))

= 1(c - C(u)) 2: 0.

If C(u 00 ) > c, then , for any control u, C(u) >c. If C(u0 )

::;

c, then for any control u,

Figure 1. Model

J(uo) 2: J(u). •
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1. Introduction

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is expected to be a target technology for Broadband
ISDN (B-ISDN) [Turner 86b], [Kawarazaki 88], [Handel 89]. An ATM network is a highspeed multimedia network which handles various classes of traffic with different bit-rates
and different quality of service (QOS) requirement s. For example, voice traffic has the

Chapter VII

speed of several kilobits per second and is delay sensitive, while high-speed data traffi c
used for file transfer or LAN interconnection has the speed of hundreds of m ega-bits per

Call Admission Control in an ATM Network
without Using Traffic Measurement

second and is loss sensitive. To achieve high-speed multimedia transport, an ATM network
adopts a simplified transport protocol based on hardware cell switching with no fl ow control
or retransmission inside the network. Necessary numbers of cells are allocated on demand,
and bursty information is statistically multiplexed . Statistical multiplexing may lead t o

Thi• chapter investigates call admiHion control in ATM network. without monitoring
network load. Traffic parameters specified by u.ers are employed to obtain the upper bound

efficient use of network resources , but may require new kinds of bandwidth management
and traffic control [Kawashima 89], [Eckberg 89].

of cell loss probability. A loH probability standard is guaranteed to be satisfied under this

Call admission control is one of the most import ant issues under discussion. In STM
co ntrol without aHuming the cell arrival proceH. Implementation of this control to quickly

networks, when the bandwidth of a new connection exceeds the residual capacity of links ,
evaluate cell loH probability after acceptance of a new call, is discuJSed. [Saito 90e]

the call request is rejected. On the other hand, in ATM networks , the bandwidth of a call
is not clear, since all the information is segmented into fixed sized cells and the necessary
number of cells is generated and conveyed through the networks. However, as the number
of connected calls increases, the grade-of-service (GOS) of the cell level, such as the cell
loss probability, deteriorates. Thus, it is impossible to accept an unlimited number of calls
under GOS requirements. It is also necessary to limit the number of accepted calls in ATM
networks.
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To attain high utiliza tion of links under the grade-of-service (GOS) standards, call

classes is large, since the tail of the binomial distribution is necessary. An implementa tion

admission controls must d ecide appropriat ely wheth er to accept a new connection based

shown in this paper is also useful for the above methods . On e method whereby vir! ual

on the new connection 's anticipat ed traffic characteristics, the quality requirements of con-

bandwidth for inhomogeneous traffic is obtained fr om that for homogeneous traffi c, is

nected calls including the new call , and (if possible) the current n etwork load measurement

proposed in [Filipiak 89]. This method is also practical , but it cannot gurantee that the

[Woodruff 88]. Here , the new conn ection's anticipat ed traffic characteristics are estimated

cell loss probability standards will satisfied.

from the traffic parameters specified by the user.

In [Gallassi 89], the queueing effect in the output buffers is taken into account and
the ratio between the assigned bandwidth and the peak bandwidth is d et ermin ed by th e

The traffic parameters should be easy for the user to specify and its conformity with
number of multiplexed sources, burstiness, and average peak duration from the simulation
the real load should be easy for a network provider to monitor. In addition, it should
results, when traffic is homogeneous. For inhomogeneous traffic, th e assign ed bandwidth is
involve enough information to guess network performance after acceptance of the new
given by the sum of the assigned bandwidths of individual traffi c classes or is the bandwidth
connection . Candidates of traffic parameters are: peak-bit-rate (PBR) and average-bitobtained under the assumption that all multiplexed sources belong to the class with th e
rate (ABR) [Kowalk 88]; PBR, ABR and burstiness (= PBR/ ABR) [Woodruff 88]; PBR,
largest burstiness (worst case) . This method is practical and interesting , but the difficulties
ABR and bit rate variance [Verbiest 88]; maximum call throughput in short and medium
lie in the facts that users must specify the average peak duration and that utilization
durations [Ohnishi 88]; and burstiness, ABR, and average peak duration [Gallassi 89].
decreases when the number of call classes increases.
Call admission controls which determine call admission based on a burst model (Figure

This paper proposes call admission control which guarant ees cell loss probability stan-

1) without considering output buffers are proposed by [Schoute 88], [Verbiest 88], [Burgin

dards by considering the output buffer size and the queueing effect th ere. It is based only

89b] and [Murase 89]. These methods evaluate the instantaneous total load, and control

on traffic parameters specified by a user and do es not require a cell arrival process model.

a call request such that the instantaneous load does not exceed the specified level. They

The result in this paper is also applicable to ATM network dimensioning based on traffi c

are practical, but the relationship between buffer size and cell loss probability is not clear.

parameters.

Thus, the cell loss probability standard may not be satisfied . (The specified level does
not depend on buffer size. Intuitively, the proportion of the instantaneous load exceeding
the link capacity seems to be the upper bound of cell loss probability, but in fact it is
not.) Difficulties occur during implementation of these methods when the number of call
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To take account of feasibility and simplicity of user specification for the traffic pa-

2. Preliminaries
Of the performance deterioration factors, cell segmentation delay and propagation delay

rameters, the sets of traffic parameters specified by users are assumed to be the average

over transmission links are fixed, and are independent of traffic characteristics and call

number and the maximum number of cells arriving during a fixed interval , and the average

admission control. Cell loss and misdelivery due to header field error in transmission are

number and the variance of the number of cells arriving during a fixed interval. We assume

also independent of the traffic. Cell loss and delay in a switch are negligible. Thus, the key

that the length of the interval is equal to the time at which K / 2 cells are transmitted, that

factors in ATM network performance deterioration are cell loss and delay in the output

is T /2 ms. The reason why the interval length should be K / 2 will be stated later. (We

queue to a transmission link in ATM nodes, and our study focuses on these factors.

assume K /2 is an integer in the remainder of this paper, for simplicity.) We call the aver-

This paper focuses on a single ATM node, and proposes a call admission control which
enables the cell loss probability standard to be satisfied in the node. In all nodes along the
route of a call, the call admission control functions, and if at least one of the intermediate

age number of cells arriving during this interval, ANA, the maximum number, MNA, and
the variance, VNA. Here, MNA is an interger.
Here, the notation for the remainder of this paper is introduced.

Consider a transmission link of C Mb /s and its output buffer. The buffer size is

[:z:J+ = { :z:,
0,

:z: ;::: 0,
:z: < 0.

assumed to be K. Let T ms be the maximum admissible delay in the buffer. Assume that
the buffer size K is dimensioned such that the maximum delay in the buffer is less than T
under an FIFO discipline [Saito 89c]:

(2.1)

where L is the cell length in bits. Thus, the cell delay standard is always satisfied, and call
admission control concentrates on the fulfilling the cell loss requirement.
Remark: Even if another dimensioning method is used, the discussions for the call
admission control proposed in this paper are valid and the control gurantees the cell loss
probability standards. However, additional efforts are necessary for satisfying the delay
requirement.
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is the largest

integer less than or equal to :z:, I:z: l is the smallest integer greater than or equal to :z: , and

nodes cannot accept the call, it is rejected.

K = lOOOTC I L,

l :z: j
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3. Upper bound of cell loss probability from MNA and ANA
In this section, we consider the case where the traffic parameters specified by users are
the average number of cells arriving during a fixed time interval (ANA) and the maximum
number of cells arriving during a fixed time interval (MNA), and derive a cell loss prob(3.3)
ability upper bound based on that using the distribution of the number of cells arriving
If for all i, R; cells arrive in a batch at every T/2 ms interval during active periods

during a fixed time interval [Saito 89c, 90e].
Let us assume that cells of N calls are transmitted by a transmission link, and

and no cell arrives during silence periods from the i-th call, the durations of these periods

that the probability that j cells of the i-th call arrive during T /2 ms is pi(j), ' =

are quite long, and the ratio of the mean active period length to the sum of the mean

1, ... , N; j

=

0, 1, .... Then, the cell loss probability in the buffer, C LP, is upper-bounded

active and silence period lengths is equal to a;j R;, then the cell loss probability is equal
to the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.3) (Figure 2). That is, this case gives the most bursty

by B(p~, ... ,piv; K/2) defined below (Proof is in Appendix 1).

superposed process among the cases with specified MNAs and ANAs. This upper bound,
(3.1)

to achieve this upper bound (Eq. (3.3)). In other words, if we want the estimate of C LP

where* denotes the convolution.
Let B;

= {B;(j)}

be the following Bernoulli-like distribution provided by the i-th call

specified parameters (a~, R.;). Here, R; is the MNA and a; is the ANA of the i-th call.

a;jR;,

!l;(j) =

which corresponds to the most bursty case, cannot be improved, since there exists a process

{

1- a;j R;,
0,

j = R,,
j = 0,
otherwise.

to become tight and the link utilization to be better, an additional traffic parameter is
necessary.

This paper propose a call admission strategy based on Eq. (3.3): the N

(3.2)

+ 1-th

call,

which requests admission, is to be accepted, if

That is, II; is the distribution that denotes the maximum number of cells arriving or no

(3.4)
cell arriving and its average number of cells arriving is a;.
By employing the result shown in Appendix 2, the upper bound of B(p~, ... , piv; K /2)

and rejected , if

(3.5)

can be obtained.
when call-1, ... , call-N are connected. Here,
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.iJ

is the cell loss probability standard.
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4. Upper bound of cell loss probability from AN A and VN A

5. Implementation of call admission control

This section investigates the upper bound of cell loss probability, when the average and
Th e upper bound of cell loss pro bability, aft er a ccepting a new requ ested co nnection, can be
varianc e of th e number of cells arriving during T / 2 ms (that is , ANA and VNA) are
obtained by B(Ot. .. . , ON+l; K / 2) and B(qN+l; K / 2) using only t h e sp ecifi ed pa ram et ers,
specifi ed by users.
and the call admission control can judge whether the n ew conn ect ion should be accepted or
Assume that th e number of multiplexed sources is N, a nd that the ANA and VNA
not through B(0 1 ,

•. •

,0N+t;K / 2) and B(qN+t; K / 2). However, to realize call admission

specified by the i-th call a re a; and o-?control based on B(0 1 , •.
lf we set p

= p~ * ... * PN

in Appendix 3, we can obtain an upper bound,

6

ON+t ; K / 2) and B(qN+t ; K / 2), an on-line evaluation of them

is necessary.

CLP ::; B(p~ ,· ·· , p7v;K / 2)
::; B(qN; K / 2) =

. ,

Of these bounds, B(qN+t ; K / 2) is easy to evaluate. Thus , th e implementation for on-

(i• - K / 2){1(1 - 1) - a(21 - 1) + u 2
-a( I - i• )(i• - I + 1)

+a

2

}

'

(4.1)

line evaluation of B(0 1 , .•

•,

ON+t ; K / 2) , which is expect ed to have sup erior performance

to B(qN+l ; K / 2) und er ordinary traffic conditions (see 6. Num erical exa mples), sh ould be
where a =

I.::;:, a; , u2 = I.::::

uf , I = fal
1

and ;• is d efin ed by Eqs. (C.ll ) and (C.l2)

considered .

with • = K / 2.
Thus , when the N

+ 1-th

call requests admission , a( =

2:.::::;

1

a;), u 2 ( =

2:.::::;' o?},

I, and ;• are evaluated, including the specified traffic parameters aN+ 1 and uJv + 1 · Then ,

B(qN+l; K / 2) is obtained and theN+ 1-th call is accepted if and only if

Th e first method of evaluating B ( 01 ,

. .. ,

ON; K / 2) is to calculat e it directly. In this

case, we can use the fact th at B(0 1 , • .. , eN; K / 2) dep ends only on 01 *· ·· * eN. Thus ,
for example, if 0 1 , ... , 0; have the same specific parameters (a, R), 01

* ·· · * 0;

reduces

the binomial distribution with parameters (i, a/ R). If the number of multiplexed sources

(4.2)

N becomes large, 01 * · ·· * ON can be approximated by a normal distribution, and this

approximation reduces the computational load. Hui 's result [Hui 88] is also applicable to
the evaluation of B(0 1 , ••. , ON; K / 2). The development of an approximation for 01 * · ··*ON
including Hui's result is one of a promising method for on-line evaluation.
We discuss the second method here . The principle of the second method is as follows.
The effect of connected calls on cell loss probability should be evaluated beforehand, and
the effect of call requesting connection on the cell loss probability is supplemented later.
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This method uses the current load state vectorS = {S(m)} defined below, and to
renew it at call request and completion.

m. The average A changes into A+ aN+l (Figure 3}. These operations indicate that the
<X>

S(m) ~

If the (N + 1}-th call is accepted, S( m} substitutes Fm(S, RN+l, aN+d RN+tl for all

L

Q(k),

load yielded by the newly connected call is added to the load of connected calls.

m ~ 0.

(5.1)

k= m

When the service of call-(N

Here, Q = {Q(k)} is the complementary distribution of the number of cells arriving during

+ 1)

is completed, the current load state vector {S(m)},

and the total average bit rate A are renewed (Figure 3).

T/2 ms fr om connected calls. That is, when call-1, ... , call-N are cu rrently connected, it
(5.6)

is defined by,

Q(k) =

L B, * ... * BN(i).

(5.2)

(5.7)

The call admission control maintains the current load state vector {S(m)} and th e average

In short, by storing the vector {S(m), m = 0, 1, · · ·}, it is sufficient to calculate

i=k

number of cells arriving from all connected calls A =

2:;;,, a;.

The current load state

FK/2+1(5, RN+1,aN+t/RN+1) based on Eq.

(5.5) and to eval uate the cell loss proba-

vector contains the information of the load yielded by currently connected calls, and can

bility upper bound B = FK/ Ht(S,RN+1,aN+t/RN+t)f(A

express the upper bounds of cell loss probability:

connection request. This mechanism is easily implementable and reduces the computation

+ aN+t) , when

there is a call

load of a switching node at a connection request.
(5.3)

When the (N +1}- th call with parameters (aN+!, RN+t) requests connection, calculate

6. Numerical examples
Figure 4 shows the number of calls which can be multiplexed in a 150 Mb /s transmission

B(B,, ... ,BN+l; K / 2)

=

1
'
S(K/2
A+ aN+1

link with T = 1 ms and cell loss probability standard

+ 1},

i

,J,v =

(1

-v

)S(')

{vS(i - j),
' + v((j - i)+S(O}),

(==MNA/ ANA} b=5 , and the other is the case where b=2.5. There are also two cases for
i

~

i

<

the VNA and ANA specification: VNA/( ANA) 2 = 1 and 4. In Figure 4, call admission

j
j

(5.5)
control using MNA and ANA is defined by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5}, and that using VNA and

and represents that the load state after the load yielded by the requested calls is added.
The new requested call is accepted, if and only if B(B 1, ... , BN+1; K / 2) ::;
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= 10- 2 • Two cases for MNA and

ANA specification are considered in Figure 4: One is the case where calls of burstiness

(Figure 3). Here, F;(S,j,v) is defined as

F.(s . )

iJ

( 5.4)

B.

ANA is defined by Eq. ( 4.3). The number of calls determined by these controls gives the
lower bound of the number of calls which can be multiplexed. In particular, the number
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of calls determined by the control using MNA and ANA is the tightest (achievable) lower

The upper bound for MN A specifi cation b = 2.5 is nearly equal to th e estimat ed bound of

bound, since the control is based on the tightest (achievable) upper bound of the cell loss

VNA specification (VNA/ ANA 2 = 1) .

probability. In addition , to show the tightness of the upper bound defined by Eq. ( 4.1)

(4) The utilization of b = 5 is 10% ~ 50% smaller than th a t of b = 1.

using VNA and ANA , the number of calls that can actually be mulitplexed is investigated.
In Figures 5 and 6, comparisons are made between the upp er bound using MNA and
As stated at the bottom of Eq. (A.12), if the distribution of the number of cells arriving
ANA and the queueing analysis. Video and voice traffi c are assum ed to share resources.
is specified, Eq. (A.13) can give the actual loss probability for a certain process. Using
A 32 kb/ s Adaptive Differential P CM is assumed for voice, and the mean duration of a
this fact, we assume the distribution defined in Eqs. (D.1) and (D.2), evaluate Eq. (A.l3)
talkspurt is 352 ms and that of a silence period is 650 ms [Heffes 86].
for various parameter valu es in these distributions, and plot the bound obtained for the
In Figure 5, the MNA of the video is 30 Mb / s or 15 Mb / s, and th e ANA is 5 Mbf s . A

various parameter values (We call this bound the estimated bound here).

single video source is assum ed to be multiplexed with many voice sources . Th e actual cell
Figure 4 shows the following facts:
loss probability is obtained in [Saito 91 ]. The result sh ows that by using the upper bound
(1) If th e estimated bound , derived by the actual cell loss probability based on the

the utilization is decreased by about 20 % ~ 30%. In other words, the MNA and ANA

assumptions of Eqs. (D.1) and (D.2) , is a true bound, the upper bound using Eq. ( 4.3)

specification causes a utilization loss of about 20 % ~ 30%, compared with th e complete

reduces the utilization by 10% ~ 50%. This reduction becomes larger as VNA/

cell arrival process specification.

ANA 2

becomes larger. This corresponds to the case where the VNA specification is 4 times
In Figure 6, the results are compared with those in [Yamada 90]. Th e maximum bit
larger than the true VNA, since the estimated bound for VNA/ANA 2 =4 is nearly equal
rate of a frame in video traffic is 33.0 Mb / s and the average bit rate is 13.5 Mb / s. We
to the upper bound for VNA/ ANA 2 =1.
assume that MNA is 33.0 Mb/ s and ANA is 13.5 Mbf s. T wo or four video sources are
(2) The upper bound and the estimated bound for VNA/
10% ~ 50% lower than that for VNA/ ANA 2 =1.

ANA 2 =

4 make the utilization

Since the accuracy of these various

specifications seems difficult, this sensitivity of the VN A results is a disadvantage to the

multiplexed with voice sources. Utilization based on the upper bound decreases more than
30% compared with that based on the actual cell loss probability.
The loss in this case is larger than that in the case of Figure 5 or [Saito 91] since the

VNA specification.
process in Figure 6 or [Yamada 90] is more bursty than that in Figure 5 or [Saito 90e].
(3) The upper bound for MNA specification b = 5 is nearly equal to that for VNA spec-

Figures 5 and 6 show that only the MNA and ANA specification causes a utilization loss

2

ification (VNA/ ANA =1) and the estimated bound ofVNA specification (VNA/ ANA 2 ==4).
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of about, for example, 30% compared with the complete cell arrival process specification
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App endix 1

under practical traffic conditions.

We assume tha t the time axis is divided into slots, whose length is equal to that of cell
7 . Conclusion s

transmission time h, where h = 10 - 3 L/C. Let r be an integer and assume that r :S K + 1.
This paper investigated a call admission control in ATM networks. The traffic parameters
Consider the q ueueing behavior at every r slots (Figure Al). We call this interval oflength
spec1"fi ed b y users are assume d to be the average and maximum numbers of cells arriving
r , r -interval.

A cell arrives at the beginning of a slot, and is transmitted at the end of

·
· t erva! , and the average and the variance of the number of cells arriving
a fi xed In
d unng
a slot. Let nh be t h e number of cells in the system including the one at the server just
during a fixed interval. The cell loss probability in an individual node is guaranteed to be
before the k-th r-interval, that is, just after the transmission of the ( k - 1)r-th slot and just
satisfied under this control without assuming a cell arrival process . It was shown that the
before the arrival of the (k - 1)r + 1-th slot. Let a;,; be the number of cells arriving and
call admission control with the maximum and average numbers of cells can attain the limit

l;,;(n;) be the number of cells lost given n; , both during the i-th through j-th r-interval,
of utilization under the quality requirement, despite the maximum and average number
that is, during the slots of [(i- l)r + l,jr]. Let ih(nh) be the number of slots in which
specification giving a fairly considerable amount of utilization loss compared with the
the transmission link is idle , that is, the system is empty, during the k-th r-interval given
complete cell arrival process specification. If a higher utilization is required, an additional

nk. We introduce the function f,(z)
or other traffic parameters are necessary.

~

{ z,
r,

if"' ?: r which denotes the operation that
if z < r '

if the number of cells in the system is less than r, the number of cells is increased tor .
Implementation methods were discussed with regard to their on-line evaluation of cell
Consider the n umber of cells lost during [1, k r ] given a 1 , 1 ,

· · · ,

ah,h· We first note that

loss probability. The result in this paper is also applicable to ATM network dimensioning
based on traffic paramet ers.

(A.1)

Then , fr om the opti mality equation [Howa rd 71],

maximize lh -l ,h (nk _t)
= maximize {lh -l, h-t( n, _ t) + maximize lh ,h(n•)}
::; maximiz e {lh - l,k - l (n•-tl + [f,(n• ) + ah ,h - (K + 1)]+ }
::; maximize {lh - l ,h- df,(nh _ t))
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+ [f,(n•)

- 17 9 -

+ ah,h - (K + I J]+ }.

(A.2)

Consequently, for both cases,

Note that

(A.3)

maximize l1o - 1,1o(nk - 1) :S:[f,(n, _ t)

+ [a k,lo

(A.4)

We first consider the case where f,(n, _t) + a1o - 1,1o - 1 :S: (K + 1).

For this case,

+ ak - 1,1o - 1 -

(K + 1)]+

- min (T,K

+1-

T) ]+

(A.S)

Comparing Eq. (A.8) with Eq. (A.2), we obtain

there is no loss during the (k - 1)-th T-interval, that is, llo - 1,1o - 1(f,(n~o-tl) = 0, and
n~o = f,(n, _ t)

+ a 0 _ 1 ,, _ 1

-

T :::; K

+1 -

T from Eq. (A.4). Thus, from Eq. (A.2),
:'::: [f,(nk - 2)

maximize 1, _ 1 ,~o(n, _ 1 ) ::;maximize [f,(n~o)

+ a1o,1o

- (K

+ 1)]+

+ [a1o - 1,1o - 1 - min (T, K + 1 - T) j+

+ [alo,k

::;maximize [max (T, K + 1 - T) + a1o,1o- (K + 1W
=[a~o,lo - min (K

+ 1- T, T )]+

We next consider the case where f,(n, _t)

+ a,_ 1 ,. _ 1 >

(A.5)

(K

+

+ ak - 2,1o -2- (K + 1)]+

1).

For this case,

- min (T,K

+1-

r)J+

(A.9)

In general,

maximize l;,~o(n;) :'::: [f,(n;) +a;,;- (K + 1W +

L•

[aj,j- min (r , K + 1- rW. (A.10)

j::::i+l

llo - 1,1o-1(/,(n~o - tl) :'::: [f,(nk - 1) + a1o-1,1o - 1- (K + 1)]+ From Eq. (A .2), we note

Therefore, assuming the ergodicity on a; ,;, the cell loss probability ( C LP) is bounded by,
maximize l~o,lo -1( n~o -1)
llo-1,1o - 1(f,(n~o - 1))

< maximize
llo - 1 , 1o-1(/,(n~o - tl) + (T + a1o,1o- (K + 1))
{ llo -1, 1o - 1(f,(n~o-tl)
+(f,(n,_t) + a1o - 1,1o-1- T -l ~o - 1 ,~o - 1 (f,(n~o - tl) + a1o,1o- (K + 1))

[f,(n,_t) + a1o-1,1o - 1 - (K + 1)]+
:'::: [f,(n~o -1) + a1o-1,1o - 1 - (K + 1)]+ + (T + a1o,1o - (K + 1))
{
f, (n,_t) + a1o -1 ,1o -1 - T + a1o,1o - (K + 1)

(A.6)

·

= lzm~o -oo[ f,(n t) + a1,1- (K +

min (r,K+1 - r)J+

:ka1,1o

=B( p; min (r, K

+ 1- r))

~ I} - min (T, K + 1- r Wp(i)/

f

ip(i) .

(A.ll)

Here , p( i) denotes the probability that the number of cells arrive in an r-interval.

and hence we obtain

In particular, when
maximize

tL7=[a;,; -

+

1
1)] / a1,1o + "'--__e_--'---~
1:--------'--

l~o,lo - 1(n~o_t)

r

= (K +

1) /2, min (T,K

+ 1 - T)

becomes minimum. When

we apply the buffer dimensioning method given by Eq. {2.1) and

:S:[f, (n~o-1) +a1o-1,1o-1- (K + 1)]+ + [a~o,lo- min (T,K + 1- T)]+ .
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(A.7)

r

= K/2,

the length of

the interval which defines the maximum and average numbers of cells arriving {MNA and

-

]8] -

ANA) becomes T/2 ms and independent of the link capacity. This fact is convenient in
practical situations, and the difference of min (r, K
is small. Thus, we adopt

1

+ 1 ~ T)

+ 1)/2 and

= K/2

This appendix shows that B(p,, ... , p;, ... , PN; T) :S B(p,, . .. , I!;, ... , PN; T) for any distri-

= K /2 as the remainder. Then the cell loss probability C LP

but ion p,, . . . ,PN· Here, I!; is the distribution provided by the i-th call specified parameters

at

T

= (K

App endix 2

T

and is defined in Eq. (3 .2), and the distribution P; = {p;(k)}, j = 1, ... , N is assumed to

is bounded by,

satisfy the j-th call specified parameters. That is, p;(k) = 0 fork > R; since the MNA is

00

CLP :S

2:) ~ K/2]+p(i)/ L ip(i) .

(A.12)

R;, and

i =O

i= O

For the case in which only p(i), the distribution of the number of cells arriving during

2::;:"= 0 kp;(k) =a;

since the ANA is a;.

Let us define a distribution p~l) = {p~ 1 )(j)}, 0

<l<

0,

T/2 ms is known, this upper bound cannot be improved, since the CLP of the following

(I)(.)=
p;(j)
P, J
{ p;(j)

process is equal to the right-hand side of Eq. (A.12). The process achieving the upper
bound is represented by the interval during which i cells arrive every T / 2 ms continuing

+ kp;(l),
+ (1 ~ k )p;(!),

p;(j) ,

R;,
j = l,
j = R;,
j = 0,
otherwise,

which maintains that MNA = R; and AN A = a; (Figure B1), and

sufficiently long for each i, and the proportion of the interval is equal to p( i).

D.

q = P1 *···*Pi-1 *Pi+l *···*PN·
If N calls are multiplexed and the probability that j cells of the k-th call arrive during
Then,

T/2 ms is Pk(j), then p(i) =Pi*···* Piv(i). Thus,

CLP :S L[i ~ K/ 2]+p~ * . .. * Piv(i)/ Lip~* ... * Piv(i) .

(A.13)

Employing Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2),

B(pl , ···,pi, ··· ,PNi r)

1
=I;;:,

182

~

00

a;

-

B(pt, ... ,p~ ), ... ,pN; T)
1

•

2a~ [k ~

r ]+ (p;(j)

~ p~ ) (j))q(k ~

1

183

j)

~

:s;

B(p 1 , •..

,e,, ... ,pN;r).

(B.6)

Set f(k) = -[k - r)+(l - 1/R.) +[I + k - r)+ - [R; + k - r)+ljR; where 0 <I< R;,
Appendix 3

and consider four disjoint cases (i) k :'0 r - R;, (ii) r - R; < k :'0 r - 1, (iii) r - I < k :'0 r,
Let {p(k), k = 0, 1, ···}be an arbitrary distribution of the number of cells arriving during
and (iv)

r

< k to show that f(k) is non-positive.
T /2 ms, and assume that its average variances are a and cr 2 . That is, a =

(i) Assume k :S: r - R;. Then, f(k) = 0.

2::;:"= 0 kp( k) and

(ii) Assume r - R; < k :'0 r -I. Then, f(k) = -(R; + k - r)I/R; < 0.
We define a function {pUl(k), k = 0, 1, · ·-},which eliminates the j-th element of p(k).

(iii) Assume r - l < k :'0 r. Then, f(k) = (k- r)(1-I/R;) :'0 0.
(iv) Assume

r

(i)(k) = { 0,
p
p(k),

< k. Then, f(k) = 0.

fork= j,
fork ll-1,1,j,i•,

Thus,
where ;• is an integer defined later. In addition, we assume that a =

(C.1)

2::;:"= 0 kpU l( k)

and

2

u = 2::~ 0 (k- a) 2 p(il(k). Thus, p<il(l-1),pUl(l),pUl(i•) are defined by the followmg
1

=-N-

I:i=l ai

L=

f(k)p;(l)q(k)

:'0 0.

(B.4)

equations.

k=O

p<il (l - 1) + p<il(l) + p<il(i') =p(l- 1) + p(l) + p(i•) + p(j)

Similarly,

(1-1)p<il(l-1) + lpUl( l) + ;•p<il(i') =(I - 1)p(l

(C.2)

1) + lp(l) + ;•p(i•) + jp(j) (C.3)

(B.5)
2

2

(I- 1) p(il(l- 1) + 12 p(i)(l) + ;• p(il(;•) =( I - 1) 2 p(l- 1) + 12 p(l) + ;· 2 p(i•) + j 2 p(j)
where

0,
P;

j = k,

(I)(·)
h (l)(k)
j = R;,
J + R,P;
,
(J)(I)( ')+ ( 1 _ )!__) (l)(k) j = 0,
P,
)
R, P,
,
{

(l,h) . _

(C.4)

P;

p~l)(j),

From the above equations,

otherwise.

Consequently,

p<il(l - 1) = p(l - 1)

p

184 -

+ (j

- l)(j ;•) p(j)
;• - I+ 1
'

(C.5)

P

Ul(l) = (I)+ (j - I+ 1)(j - ;•) ( ')
P
I - i•
P 1 '

(C.6)

(il (·· .•
-(j- l)(j -1+ 1) (')
t)-p(t)+(l-i• )(i•-1+1)PJ·

(C.7)
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Then, under the assumption of l :S

elements.

:S ;•,

r

q(k)

B(p(i);r) - B(p;r)
(i"

=

{

,)(p(i)(i") p(i"))+(i - ,)( - p(i))

(i" - ,)(p(j)(i")-p~"))

if j > r ,
,

a

'

if j ::::

=

0

q(l - 1)

(C.8)

fork

+ q(l) + q(i.)

i= l,l -

1,i•

(C .13)

= 1

(C.14)

T.

(I - 1)q(l - 1) + lq(l) + i•q(i•) = a

(C.15)

Note that pUl(i•) - p(i•) 2: 0 from Eq. (C.7) . Thus, if j :S r,
(C.16)
B(pU l ;r)

2: B(p; r ).

(C.9)
From the above equations,

From Eq. (C.7), for j > r,
q

(

I_

1

) = i•l - a( I + i•) + cr 2 + a 2
i• - I + 1
,

(C.17 )
2

B(p

(i).

.

-

,r) - B(p,r) - (.z• - I)(.t•

-

l

p(j )

+ 1)(··
z

( ( ") -

- ,. )(.J - r )a 9J

g

(i. ))

'

(C.JO)

q

(I) = ;•(1 - 1) - a( I + ;• - 1) + cr + a
1 - i•
,
2

.•

' =

{ rz· l,
rz· l - 1,

if g(fz• l) < g(fz•l - 1),
ifg(fz. l ) ::O: g([z• l - 1) ,

(C.18)

2

i•) = 1(1 - 1) - a(21 - 1) +cr +a
- (1 - i•)(i• - 1 + 1)
,

(C.19)

B( ·r) < B( ·r) = (i• - r){l(l - 1)- a(21-1) +cr 2 +a 2 }
p,
q,
-a(l-i•)(i• - 1+1)
'

(C.20)

q

where g(z) = (• - I~· ~ IH). Therefore, if we set

2

(

and
(C.ll)

where z• is the minimum point of g(z) larger than r, that is, ;• is set to the integer which

where ;• is defined by Eq. (C.ll).

is larger than rand makes g(·) minimum, then B(pUl;r) 2: B(p;r). Here, z• is given by
Appendix 4

z• =

T

+ v(r - l)(r -I+ 1).

p,

(C.12)

Consequently, for both j::; rand j > r, B(pUl; r ) 2: B(p;r).

p:(k) =

q,

{ 1 - p- q,

0,

i, m, n , p, q

fork = j
fork = m
fork= n
otherwise

(D .1 )

are determined to satisfy the average and variance specification.

If we set p = p<il and repeat th e same argument mentioned above, we obtain B(p(i)(k); r ) 2:

z + y,
B(pUl;r). Here , p(j)( k) , which eliminates the k- th elemnt of pUl , that is, the j and k-

~(k) =
z +z,
p,
{ z,

th elements of p, can be defined similarly to Eq. (C.1). Finally, we obtain a function

{q(k) , k = 0, 1, ·· ·} ,which eliminates all the elements of p except for the (1 - 1), I and ;•-th
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0,

i, m, z, y, z

for k = m
fork = j
for m < k
otherwise

<

j

are also determined to satisfy the average and variance specification.
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Figure 1. Burst model

Figure 2. Most bursty process with MNA
and ANA specification
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(c) Renewal of load state vector at service completion

Figure 3. Load state vector method

(b) Renewal of load state vector at call acceptance

Figure 3. Load state vector method
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Figure 5. Cell loss probability (Case1)
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Chapter VIII

A Simplified Dimensioning Method of ATM
Networks
0

R 1·

A practical dimen•ioning method

iJ

developed for ATM network. in which call lou

probability, cell loB probability and cell delay are conJidered as GOS Jtandards.
method

UJCJ

the upper bound of cell loB probability, which

iJ

ThiJ

evaluated by the diJtribution

of the number of arriving cell• during a fized length interval. The advantage• of thiJ method
are that it is unneceHary to analyze a queneing model to evaluate the GOS performance• of
cells, and that the JtatiJticJ uud are eaJily m eaJurable. If the pu•hout JCheme
the cellloJS probability Jtandard for loH·JenJitive traffic

aJ

R·1

call admiJSion control. [Saito 89c]

Figure Bl .
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introduced,

well a• that for total traffic can

be sati•fied by thi• dimen•ioning method. The concept of thi• method

0

iJ

iJ

alJO applicable to

1. Introduction

Although ATM is very promising, some d esign and performance problems still need to
be solved [Eckberg 89], [Kawashima 89]. Dimensioning of ATM networks is one problem

R ecently, there has been considerable interest in integrated networks [Turner 83,86b], [Saito
presently under discussion [Gallassi 90]. In particular, a practical dimensioning method
9la], [Hui 90]. Compared with dedicated networks, service and network integration h as
needs to b e develop ed, considering the complicated Grad e-of-Service (GOS) requirements
major advantages in development, implementation, operation, and maintenance. While
and cell level statistics, as well as the call level statistics in ATM networks.
dedicated n etworks require several distinct cos tly subscriber access lines, broadband ISDN
(B-ISDN) access can be based on a single optical fib er for each customer. Large scale

In the conventional dimensioning method for integrated n etworks, the arrival process

production of highly int egrated system components of a B-ISDN will lead to cost-effective

is first modeled for an individual source, usually by fitting a parametric distribution to

solutions. To meet the requirem ents of possible future broadband services, an integration

that of the interarrival time. Then the necessary statistics for the model a re meas ured, and

t echnique is necessary that is highly flexible and can support high-sp eed data transmission

a model for the superposed arrival process is determined fr om the model for the individual

as well as moving picture services such as video telephony or TV program distribution.

sources and / or the measured statistics. Finally, the GOS it em s are analyzed and eval uated
from the model and parameter valu es es timated from measurements, so that the necessary

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is expected to be a target technology for B-ISDN
amount of resources can be determined.
[R oberts 87], [Eklundh 88a], [Hui 88], [Handel 89], [Kawashima 89], and CCITT is workin g
on standardizing ATM [CCITT 89]. In the ATM-based transp ort n etwor k (ATM network) ,

If this conventional method is applied to ATM networks dimensioning, there will be

all the information including voice, data and video is conveyed using a fixed sized "cell."

several problems for the mod eling and measurement, as well as for fl exibility with respect

An ATM network is a high-speed-multimedia network that handles various classes of traffic

to the in trod uc!ion of new services. Consider the problems that occur when modeling cell

with different bit-rates and with different service quality requirements . For example, voice

arrival. It has been shown in the related literature on ATM n et works that the correlation

traffic is transmitted at several kilobits per second and is delay-sensitive . High-sp eed data

and the higher mom ents of th e cell inter arrival times affect p erforman ce. The model for cell

traffic used for file transfer or LAN int erconnection is transmitted at hundreds of mega-

interarrival time thus needs to be more complex. This implies that a more sophisticated

bits per second and is loss-sensitive . To achieve a high-speed-multim edia network, ATM

knowledge of the process is necessary, and that the correlation and higher moments of

networks adopt a simplified transport protocol based on hardware cell switching without

the cell interarrival times need to be measured. The assumptions of the model and its

any flow control or retransmission inside a network. As the necessary number of cells is

accuracy, however, beco me difficult t o verify. In addition , b ecause of the limits of the

allocated based on traffic demand , bursty information is statistically multiplexed.

measurement systems, the correlation and th e higher moments of the cell interarrival times
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are impossible to measure. Furthermore, the use of elaborate models reduces the flexibility

2. Preliminaries

in traffic dimensioning required for the introduction of new services, with respect to which
In ATM networks, as the number of accepted calls increases, quality measures such as cell

ATM networks are particularly flexible.
The objective of the dimensioing method proposed in this paper is to overcome this

loss probability and cell delay , deteriorate · Thus , fo r fi xe d t ransmiSSion
· ·
lin k capae1ty,
·
it

problem, making it easy for traffic engineers to change the dimensioning procedure and

is impossible to accept an unlimited number of calls under service quality requirements,

to change the dimensioning parameters as traffic conditions change. The proposed ATM

and the number of accepted calls must be limited. In this paper, for fixed transmission

network dimensioning method can be executed by using only the distribution of the number

link capacity, the maximum number of simultaneously accepted calls under service quality

of cells arriving during a fixed length interval and does not use elaborate modeling of a cell

requirements is called the number of virtual circuits [Mase 88] .

arrival process and complicated analysis of a queueing model. Thus, it can achieve direct

accept more calls than the number of virtual circuits, call loss probability can be considered

feedback of traffic measurement to dimensioning and increase the flexibility of dimensioning

as a quality measure, as in STM networks.

s·1nce 1·t

· 1mposs1
·
·bl e to
1s

for introducing new services.
As stated above, we can consider service quality at different levels [Filipiak 89], [Hui
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, a notation is introduced
88]. We assume GOS is defined at a call level and at a cell level, and is defined by call loss
and the buffer size is dimensioned. In Section 3, a dimensioning method is proposed for a

probability and cell loss probability and delay (Figure 1).

single traffic class and an upper bound of cell loss probability is introduced. This upper
bound can be obtained from the distribution of the number of cells arriving during a fixed
interval. In Section 4, the dimensioning method is extended to multiple traffic classes. If
a cell loss probability control is in trod need , the cell loss probability requirement for losssensitive traffic as well as for total traffic is also satisfied. In Section 5, numerical examples
are shown to demonstrate our dimensioning method. Concluding remarks are m Section

Cells are delayed in ATM switches and in output queues to transmission links (output
links) in ATM nodes. Cell assembly delay and propagation delay over transmission links
are fixed and are independent of traffic characteristics. Cell loss due to transmission error
is also independent of the traffic volume. Thus, assuming that cell loss and delay in a
switch are negligible, the key factors determining cell level quality are cell loss and delay
in the output queue.

6.
Let us assume that the maximum a d miSS!
· "bl e d e1ay at each output queue is T ms,
the link capacity is C Mb/s and the cell length is L bits. The buffer size K in cells is
determined such that the maximum delay of a cell is less than the maximum admissible
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d elay T ms under an FCFS discipline; that is,

K

Cell level dimensioning provides the necessary bandwidth C for the number of virtual

= lOOOTC I L.

(2.1)

circuits S obtained in a call level dimensioning such as Eq. (3.1), considering the traffic
characteristics and the GOS of the cell level. Since th e buffer size K is determined by Eq .
(2.1), cell delay satisfies the maximum admissible delay T. Thus, only cell loss probability

3. Dimensioning for a single class of traffic
is considered as the GOS for dimensioning the bandwidth.
·
t wo l eves:
l th e call level and the cell level.
Dimensioning of ATM networks is divide d mto
For a fixed number of virtual circuits, the GOS performances of cells can be evaluat ed
First, the number of virtual circuits is determined in call level dimensioning, and then
by queueing analysis or simulation [Kawashima 89], [Saito 91a]. For example, [Tanaka 82],
the link capacity that can accept the number of virtual circuits dimensioned in call level
[St ern 83, 84], [Jenq 84], [Daigle 85, 86], [Sriram 86], [Heffes 86], [Ide 88], and [Li 88d]
dimensioning, is provided in cell level dimensioning.
are available for voice traffic, and [Maglaris 88], [Ogino 88], [Se n 89], [Yamada 89a] and
Call level dimensioning provides the number of virtual circuits S, considering the
[Saito 91a] are available for video traffic. However, the elaborate m od eling and comp litraffic characteristics and the GOS of calls. In other words , in call level dimensioning, the
cated analysis required for each traffic class require too much work for dimensioning and
number of trunk circuits is determin ed which satisfies a call loss probability requirement
high-performance measurement systems, and are not suitable for the development of di-

B(call), for a given offered load. Such dimensioning methods have been developed for STM
mensioning tools. In particular, for heterogeneous traffi c, as described in the n ext section,
networks, and they can be used for ATM networks as well. For example, if a call arrives
queueing analysis itself is difficult [Saito 91a]. In addition, the use of elaborate mod els
in a Poisson process at rate A and the mean holding time is

p.- ', the following Erlang-B
reduces the flexibility in traffic dimensioning required for the introduction of new services,

formula provides the number of virtual circuits, S.
with respect to which ATM networks are particularly flexible. Instead of the detailed

mins

~ {t ~
i =O

where p

rs
1

B(call) ,

(3.1)

analysis of a queueing model, a simple dimensioning method using the upper bound of the
cell loss probability is proposed here.

= A/ p..
Consider a transmission link consisting of S multiplexed virtual circuits. Let N(t) be

In STM networks, the necessary bandwidth is proportional to the number of trunk
the number of cells arriving in t ms, and F,(-) be the stationary distribution of N(t). By
circuits . However, in ATM networks, it is a complicated function of the numb er of virtual
Appendix 1, for any constant
circuits , the traffic charactenshcs
· · and the GOS of the cell level.

T

> 0, the cell loss probability B( cell) satisfies

Therefore, cell level

dimensioning is necessary.
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Here, the term T+r, which we can arbitrarily set, represents the length of the measurement

tion is specified by the average and variance, which are obtained from the average and

interval of the cell flow. In other words, we characterize the cell arrival process using the

variance of the number of cells arriving from an individual source. The average and

number of cells arriving during T

+ r.

variance are also sufficient statistics, if the number of cells arriving from an individual

Thus, for the cell loss probability requirement B(cell), the following equation (3.3)
can yield the buffer size K such that the cell loss probability requirement can be satisfied.
As a result, the transmission link capacity C which satisfies the call level GOS and cell

source can be approximated by a normal distribution.
• If N(T

+ r)

follows a normal distribution with an average a and a variance

CTT+

1""

(z- K)dFT+T(z).

(3.3)

ing method using Eqs. (2.1), (3.1) and (3.3) are:

(3.5)

CT

Here,

This completes the dimensioning for single class traffic. The advantages of this dimension-

0( u) =

!.""

(y- u)<f>(y)dy,

(3.6)

and </>( ·) is the probability density function of the standard normal distribution. Thus,

• Cell level dimensioning does not require analysis of queueing models. The measured
frequency distribution can be taken to be the distribution function F. Hence, parametric modeling of the arrival process and the verification of the model assumption
are unnecessary.

r e(K- a).

ar

K

the

right-hand sides of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) are:

level GOS, is dimensioned using Eq. (2.1).

B(cell) = - 1 E[N(r)]

CT 2 ,

In this sense, this dimensioning method can be referred as non-

parameteric.

if the one-dimensio nal table on 0(u) is provided, Eq. (3.3) can be evaluated by very
simple calculation.
• Independence between the number of cells arriving during
[T

+ r, 2(T + r)]

[0, T + r) and that during

is not necessary. (More precisely, FT+T is the distribution of the

number of cells arriving during an arbitrary interval with length T

+r

ms.)

• The cell statistic used in this method is the number of cells arriving during a fixed
When the number of virtual circuits Sis small and the number of cells arriving from

interval, which is easily measurable.

an individual source cannot be approximated by a normal distribution, the probability
• Fl:om the following equation, all the statistics employed are derived from the distribution of the number of cells arriving during T

+r

generating function of N(t) can be derived from that of the number of cells arriving from

ms:

an individual source [Rao 73]. Hui's result [Hui 88] is also useful for obtaining F, when

E[N(r)J

=

_r_E[N(T + r)J.
T+r

(3.4)

• When the number of virtual circuits Sis large, the number of arriving cells N(T + r)
follows a normal distribution based on the central limit theorem. Then, the distribu-
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the normal approximation is poor.
The right-hand sides of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) depend on r . Although we can arbitrarily set r, that is define the interval characterizing the cell arrival process, the result
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of characterization depends on the interval length T

+ r.

Hence, if r is appropriately set,

the pushout scheme is denoted such that when an arriving cell ofloss-sensitive traffic find s

the upper bound of the cell loss probability B( cell) becomes tight. As shown in Appendix

no emp ty buffers, it pushes out the last cell of loss-tolerant traffi c in waiting buffers. Th e

1, the upper bound is achieved for the case where cells arrive simultaneously during r

pushed out cell is lost. If an arriving cell of loss-sensitive traffic finds no empty buffer and

ms. Thus, too large a value of r gives a loose bound. Numerical examples in Section 5

cannot find any cell loss-tolerant traffic in waiting buffers, then it is lost. Loss-tolerant

show that r

=

0.05T is appropriate, while another value, for example r

=

0.1T is also

acceptable. The optimal r depends on the traffic characteristics. However, for any traffic
characteristics,

r

cells arriving when there is no empty buffer, are discarded. The order of service is FCFS
(Figure 2).

= 0.05T gives a sufficiently tight bound.

Define N.,n.itiv,(t) as the number of loss-sensitive cells arriving during t ms, and

When the number of multiplexed virtual circuits S reaches infinity, utilization of a

F,,.,n•itiv,(-) as its stationary distribution. Define N(t) as the total number of cells of

transmission link provided by Eq . (3.3) approaches T / (T+r) for any traffic characteristics

both types arriving during t ms, and F,(-) is its stationary distribution. Since N.,n,itiv,(t),

(Appendix 2).

For r

=

0.05T, Tj(T

dimensioning method employing Eq.

+ r) =

0.952.

Thus, for a high-speed link, the

F,,.,n •iti v<(-), N(t) and F,(·) depend on the number of class i connected calls, or equiv-

(3.3) can achieve high utilization for any traffic

a.lently, the number of class i virtual circuits (i = I, ... , n), the notations Nu.n•itive(t; s),

characteristics. We can estimate the tightness of Eq. (3.2) from the lower bound of the

Ft,,en•itive(-; s), N(t; s) and Ft(-; s) are used to clarify this fact. Here, s

cell loss probability in Appendix 3.

and

s;

=

(s 1 ,

. .. ,

sn),

denotes the number of class i virtual circuits.

For each s and C, B(cell; s, C) defined in the following equation is shown to give the
4. Dimensioning for multiple traffic classes
upper bound of the cell loss probability for total traffic, by the same argument employed
In this section, a method for dimensioning a transmission link shared by many classes

in the derivation of Eq. (3.2).

of traffic is described. In principle, the method proposed in Section 3 can be extended.

.

r=

1

B(cell; s, C) = E[N(r; s)J }K (z- K)dFT+T(z; s),

However, each class of traffic has different traffic characteristics and may require different

( 4.1)

GOS. Therefore, the dimensioning method becomes complicated.
For each s and C, B.,n.itiv<(cell; s, C) defined in the following equation is shown to give
Assume that n classes of traffic share output buffers and an output link. Traffic is
the upper bound of the cell loss probability for loss-sensitive traffic . Proof is in Appendix
divided into two types: loss-sensitive traffic such as video and data, and loss-tolerant traffi c

4.

such as voice. The pushout scheme [Sumita 88], [Gravey 89], [Kroner 90], [Saito 91b], one
of the space priority schemes, is used as the cell loss probability control in this paper. Here,
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B.,n•itiv,(cell; s, C)= E[N

.1. ( . )]

1 en nhve r, S

1""
K
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{z- K)dFT+T,Hnoitiv<(z; s).

( 4.2)

Thus, if B,m.itiv<(cel/; s, C) :'0 B.,n,itiv<(cell) and B(cell; s, C) :'0 B(ce/1), then (s,, ... , s.)

B;(call)

is acceptable with transmission link capacity C, where B,m.itiv<(cell) and B(cell) are the
cell probability requirement of loss-sensitive traffic and that of total traffic. Hence, for
each fixed C, we can define I!( C), the set of the number of virtual circuits which satisfy
the cell loss probability requirements, as follows.

I!( C)~ {sjB.,.,;,;.,(cell; s, C)::; B,m.itiv,(cell), B(ce/1; s, C) ::; B(cell)}.

Here,

r;

=

( 4.5)

={sis E ll(C),s+e; ¢ ll(C)}, and e; = (0,···,0,1,0,···,0) is the i-th unit

vector and all its elements are 0 except for the i-th element. That is,

r;

is a boundary set

off!( C).
(4.3)

If B;(call) satisfies the call loss probability requirement B;(call) for all i, set Cma• =

C, C.,w = C - < and go to Step 3. Here, < is a small constant incremental value for

Then, the dimensioning algorithm can be obtained as follows.

searching a link capacity.
4.1 Algorithm

Otherwise, set Cmin = C, C.,w = min{(l + maz;[B;(call)- B;(call)J+)C, Cma•} and

Step 0. (Initialization)

go to Step 3. Here, maz;[B;(call) - B;(call)]+c is an approximation of the necessary

For class i traffic, the transmission capacity C 0 (i) is dimensioned according to the
method in Section 3, assuming that the transmission link is dedicated to class i traffic, considering the traffic characteristics and the GOS of call and cell levels. Set C 0 = maz; C 0 ( i),

additional bandwidth.

[z]+ denotes that [z]+ = z for z :::: 0, [z]+ = 0 for z < 0.
Step 3. (Judgement)

C =Co, Cmin =Co and Cma• = I::~=l Co(i).
If Cma• - Cmin :'0 <, stop this algorithm and adopt C = Cma• as the obtained
Step 1. (Cell level dimensioning)

transmission link capacity. Otherwise, set C = Cn,w and go to Step 1. •

Use Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), and obtain I!( C) as defined in Eq.(4.3).
This algorithm has two advantages: it guarantees convergence, and that all the GOS

If C:::: L:iE{lo"-"n•itiv<) Co(i), I!( C) reduces to

requirements are satisfied. That is, the cell loss probability of loss-sensitive traffic as well
ll(C) = {sjB(cell;s,C)::; B(cell)}.

( 4.4)

as that of total traffic, cell delay and call loss probability for each class are less than the
Step 2. (Call level dimensioning)

required levels.

Evaluate B;(call), the loss probability of a class i call, for a transmission link capacity

This algorithm assumes that the pushout scheme is used to discriminate between two

C. If class i calls arrive in a Poisson process at a rate .>.; and their mean holding time is

cell loss probability requirement classes . (Precisely speaking, Eq. ( 4.2) is derived under the
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assumption that the pushout scheme is used.) For a single cell loss probability requirement

5. N=erical examples

class , fl( C) is defined by Eq. ( 4.4), and the above algorithm is applicable.

In this section , two num erical examples are given, to clarify th e proposed dimensioning

It is also possible to extend the pushout scheme to more than two typ es. A class i call

has the cell loss priority ~; , and can push out the cells with cell loss priority ~i , ~;

<

~i ·

That is, the higher value of the cell loss priority means low priority. In this case, fl( C) is
defined as,

meth od.
In the first example, comparisons are made between the cell loss probability eval uat ed
by Eq. (3.2) and that evaluat ed by a queueing analysis with a fluid flow approximation
[Maglaris 88], to examin e the tightn ess of the upper bound of the cell loss probability

!l(C) ~ {s [B 1 (cell;s,C) ~ B 1 (cell), .. . ,Bm(cell ;s,C) ~ Bm(cell)} ,

provided by Eq. (3.2). In the second example, an ATM transmission link capacity shared

(4.6)
by voice and video is dimensioned.

where m

= maz;

In the following , the cell length is assumed t o be 53 octets including a 5-octet header,

~;,and

as agreed in CCITT standard .

(4.7)
5.1 Example 1.

N;(t) is the number of arriving cells with priority number less than i

+ 1 during t

ms, and
In Example 1, cell loss probability of video traffic is evaluated by Eq. (3.2), and it is

F,,;(-) is its stationary distribution.
compared with that evaluated by a fluid flow approximation [Maglaris 88] . For video,
Then , the proposed algorithm guarantees that the loss probability requirement of
there are two important measures of delay : absolute delay and d elay variation (relative
cells with priority number less than i

+ 1,

1

~

i ~ m , as well as call loss probabilities of

delay). Since queueing delay in an output queue is the main factor in delay variation, the
individual classes , and maximum admission delay, are satisfied.
delay variation requirement is satisfied by limiting the maximum admissible delay to below
a certain specified value. In addition, the absolute delay requirement can also satisfied by
limiting the maximum admissible delay.
It is assumed that the distribution of the bit rate in an individual video source 1s

normal with an average of 3.9 Mb/ s and a standard deviation of 1.725 Mb/ s, following
[Maglaris 88]. In [Maglaris 88], the intergeneration time of cells within a frame is not
identified. In this paper , it is assumed as in [Ogino 88] that the intergeneration time of
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cells within a frame is constant. Then, we can evaluate E[N(T
any T

+ r,

+ r)]

and V[N(T

+ r)J

for

5.2 Example 2.

using the fact that the correlation of bit rate between frames with a lag of t
In this example, the link capacity shared by voice and video traffic is dimensioned. It

seconds is given by e - 39 ' [Maglaris 88].
is assumed that both the voice and video calls arrive in a Poisson process , and that the
In Figure 3, to compare with the result obtained from [Maglaris 88], we assume that
offered load of video traffic Pv;deo

= 5 erl,

and that of voice traffic Pvo;ce

= 1000

erl.

the maximum admissible delay T = 30 ms and that the link capacity is 52 Mb/s (SONET
STS-1 rate). For 7 video sources and a cell loss probability requirement of 10- 6 to l0- 7 ,
utilization of a link in [Maglaris 88] is about 0.6, which is about 10% higher than the result
obtained by our method. Also, using 10 video sources, link utilization shown in [Maglaris
88] is about 10% higher than our result. In other words, link capacity increases about 10%
for the same offered load, if our dimensioning method is used instead of their result. In
Figure 4, it is assumed that T = 60 ms and that link utilization is 0.8. In comparison with

The video traffic is assumed to be loss-sensitive and the voice traffic is assumed to
be loss-tolerant. The GOS requirements assumed in video and voice traffic are: the maximum admissible delay of a cell T=l ms, the cell loss probability requirement of video

B,.n,;o;ve(cell)

= lo-s, the cell loss probability requirement of total traffic

the call loss probability requirement of video Bv;dea(call)
bility requirement of voice Bva;ce(call)

= 10-1, and

B(cell)

= 10-s,

the call loss proba-

= 10-2.

[Maglaris 88], it is shown that Eq. (3.3) gives a larger cell loss probability by a factor of

The assumption on statistics for video in this example is the same as that in Example

10 or 100. However, our simple method does not require the eigenvalue analysis employed

1. For the voice traffic, speech activity detection is used: the mean talkspurt length is

in their fluid flow analysis. Furthermore, although Maglaris et a!. elaborately modeled the

650 ms and the mean of silence periods is 352 ms [Heffes 86]. (Exponential distributions

packetized video souce, such an effort is unnecessary here.

are assumed for talkspurt lengths and silence periods in many works to simplify queueing

In this example, the number of multiplexed virtual circuits is small. As described in

analysis, but the field data do not always support these assumptions [Brady 69], [Gruber

Section 3, when the number of multiplexed virtual sources is larger, utilization approaches

82], [Yatsuzuka 82b], [Lee 86]. Such assumptions on talkspurt length distribution and the

T/(T

+ r):::::: 1.

silence period length distribution are unnecessary in this paper. Thus, this dimensioning

Thus, for more multiplexed video sources, the result is improved.

= O.OlT

met h od is robust for these distributions, which is not the case for the queueing analysis

In particular, for heavy loads, the result becomes

[O'Reilly 87a].) The 32Kb/s ADPCM encoding scheme is employed, and 53-octet cells

In Example 2, r = 0.05T is used, but we also conclude from the result that r
and r = O.lT are also applicable.

including a 5-octet header are generated every 12 ms during a talkspurt. Set r

insensitive tor.

= 0.05T =

0.05 ms, and the value oft used in the Algorithm is 1.0 Mb/s.
At Step 0, the necessary number of virtual circuits for voice t raffic is 1030, and that
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for video traffic is 8. To satisfy the GOS requirements at the cell level, the transmission
link capacity for voice is 22 Mb / s and that for video is 54.3 Mb j s. Thus Co = 54.3 Mb j s.
At Step 1, for C = 54.3 Mb / s, O(C) is obtained (Figure 5). The call loss probabilities
B voia(call) and Bvidw (call) are 0.39 x 10 - s and 0.19, as evaluated in Step 2. Cnew = 59.3

Appendix 1.
Let n(t) denote the number of cells in the syst em including the one b ein g transmitted
at t, l(s, t) denote the number of cells lost during [s, t), and a(s , t) d enot e the number of
arriving cells during [s,t). Then,

Mb j s, and again, at Step 1, for C = 59.3 Mb / s, !1( C) is derived (Figure 5). The cell loss

n(t) ::; [n(t - T) - K ]+

+ a(t

- T , t)

probabilities Bvoia(call) = 0.22 x 10 - s and Bvideo(call) = 0.12. After that, the algorithm

::; a(t - T,t) + l,

runs at C = 60.5, 61.7, 62.9, 61.9 Mb/s (Figure 5). Thus, solution is C = 62.9 Mb j s. As

l(ir,(i + l)r) ::; [n(ir) + a(ir,(i + l)r) - K - 1)+

indicated in [Hui 88], the boundary of !1( C) is almost linear.

::; [a(ir - T, (i + l)r) - K) +.

Figure 6 shows the case where T = 3 ms. The solution is C = 61.7 Mb / s and the
maximum admissible delay Tis fairly insensitive to the solution.

For 0

<

l(ir, ir + s) ::; l(ir, (i + l)r).

This paper proposed a dimensioning method using the distribution of the number of cells

+T

(A.2)

s ::; r,

6. Conclusions

arriving in T

(A.l)

ms, considering call loss probability, maximum admissible cell delay

Thus , for kr

< t ::;

(k

+ l)r,

1(0, t) ::; 1(0, (k

+ l)r)

k

and cell loss probability. This method does not require complicated queueing analysis or

=
elaborate modeling of the arrival processes. Thus, this method can achieve direct feedback

(A.3)

L l(ir, (i + l)r)
i= O
k

of traffic measurement to dimensioning and increase the flexibility of dimensioning for

::; L[a(ir - T, (i + l)r) - K ]+,

(A.4)

1=: 0

introducing new services.

I(O,t)
1 (a(O t)) - 1 •
a(O,t) ::; k+l k~l
L[a(ir - T,(i+l)r) - K ]+

The concept used in this dimensioning method is also suitable for a call admission

t= O

)-1 k+lL[a(ir
1
::; ( --k-k+l
a(O,kr)

control. If the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2) is less than the cell loss probability requirement

k

k

T , (i+l)r) - KJ+.

(A.5)

i=O

B(cell) after accepting a required call attempt, then accept the call. Otherwise, reject the

Therefore, under the assumption of the ergodicity, for t _,

00 ,

call. It is an advantage that only the one-dimensional table on 0(u) is sufficient to achieve
1

call admission control under the assumption of a normal distribution.
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{""

B(ce/1) ::; E[N(r)) }K (z - K)dFT+T(z).
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(A.6)

Appendix 2.

For large S, N(T

Appendix 3.

+ r)

follows a normal distribution, because of the central limit theorem .

Assume that the average of an individual source is a and that its variance is

2

<r .

N(T + r) is distributed as a normal distribution with average Sa and variance Scr

That is,
2

.

Let i(O, t) be the total length of the idle period of the transmission link during [0, t) , and

u(t) be the unfinished work of cells in the system at t. Then ,

Thus,

u(O) - u(t) + (a(O,t) - l(O,t))L / (1000C) = t - i(O , t).

Eq. (3 .3 ) reduces to

e(../So,)
cr

= B(cell)

../Sar .

cr(T + r)

(B .1 )

For kT

~

(C.1)

t < (k+ 1)T,

Here, 0(·) is defined in Eq. (3.6), and

l(O,t) :2: l(O , kT)
0,

Note that

8

c,K

=S - a.

(B.2)

~Su) < 0 for u;::: 0. The right-hand side of Eq. (B.1) is an increasing function

of S. Therefore,

JY

6

•

is a decreasing function of S.

Consequently, 0, is a decreasing

function of S , and 5, __, 0 when S __, oo.
Thus, for sufficiently large S,

=

[{u(O) - u(kT) - kT + i(O, kT)}1000C j L + a(O, kT)J+.

(C.2)

Thus, using Eq. (2 .1 ),

l(O,t) > [(u(O) - u(kT) + i(O, kT))K/ T
a(O,t) a(O,t)

+

a(O, kT) j k a(O,t) j k

K] +
·

(C.3)

For suffi.cienty large t,

1000TC = aS.

(B.3)

L
Hence,

1
B(ce/1) :2: E[N(T)J

!."'
K

(z - K)dFT(z).

In particular, for heavy load, that is, ;~~·;~)~K = O,

C = SaL = SLE[N(T)] T
1000T

1000T

+r.
T

Here, SL~b~fll is offered load, and as a result, s~:ar:r<~ll is the link utilization.
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(B.4)
B(ce/1) = - 1 E[N(T)J

!."'
K

- 2!7 -

(C.4)

(t __, oo),

(z- K)dFT(z)

.

(C.5)

Therefore, und er assumption of the ergodicity ' for t

Appendix 4.
Let n,.n.i<ive(t) denote the number of cells of loss-sensitive traffic in the system at t,

loss-sensitive traffic

Bun•itive

l,.n,itive(8 , t) denote the number of lost cells of loss-sensitive traffic during [s, t) , and
B,.n.iti ve(cell)
a,.n.itive ( 8, t) denote the number of arriving cells of loss-sensitive traffic during [s, t). Define indicator variables,

Bun•itive

is served at t,

&un•itive(t)

is served at f,

Stolc1'a.nt(t)

=

=

~

1

E[n •en11.,.tve (r)J

1=(z

1; otherwise Sun•itive(t) = 0. If a cell of loss-tolerant traffic
Stole,.ant(t) = Q.

n,w.itive(t) ~ [n(t - T)- K]+

+ a,.n.itive(t

- T, t)

(D.1)

~ [aun •itive(ir- T, (i

For 0

<

8

~

+ 1)r) -

(D.2)

K]+.

r,

(D.3)
Thus, for kr

<t

~ (k

+ 1)r,

k

=

Ll•w•itive(ir,(i+1)r)
k

~ L[a,.n,itive(ir- T, (i + 1)r)- KJ+,

(D.4)

i:O

l,.n,itive(O,t) < _1_(aoen•itive(O,t))- 1 ~[
...
a,w,itiv e( O, t) - k + 1
k +1
L... aunuhve(lT

_

.

T, (•

+ 1)r) -

K]

+

i=O

a(O,kr)

k

~ ( -k- k + 1

)-1k +1
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th e cell! oss pro b a b'li
1 ty of

(cell) satisfies,

and Stol~1'a.nh as follows. If a cell of loss-sensitive traffic

lj otherwise

-+ 00
,

k

1 Li=O [aun •i<ive(ir - T, (i + 1)r)- K J+( D.5)
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K

- K)dFT+r,oen •itive ( Z ) .

(D.6)
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of voice signals, cells of sampled voice signals were found to have different significances.
That is, one cell may have contained bits of higher significance than that of another cell.
When a network is congested, the bits are dropped by discarding cells at vocoders or
multiplexers located at the network entry point and at the ATM switching nodes within
the network. Thus, there is a trade-off between deterioration in voice quality and reduction

Chapter IX

of congestion. The optimal control was shown to maximize th e long-run average coding
rate under an average cell queue length constraint. The synthesized optimal control was
shown to have a simple structure, and to be the random selection between two feedbacks.

Conclusions

A call admission control based only on parameters specified by users was also proposed.
The key technology here is a non-parametric evaluation of the upper bound of cell loss
ATM based B-ISDN will offer several benefits: adaptability to new services with different bandwidth requirements and to changing traffic, an integrated internal architecture,
and a high transmission efficiency.

However, although ATM is very promising, traffic

design and traffic control do present problems.
This thesis focused on control and dimensioning problems in ATM networks with a
synthetic approach and a non-parametric approach.

probability. This non-parametric evaluation is done using only the specified parameters
and other assumptions, as other parameters and modeling are not needed. The proposed
call admission control rejects connection requests when the evaluated upper bound of cell
loss probability exceeds the cell loss probability standard. Thus, the cell loss probability
standard is guaranteed to be satisfied under this control. Implementation of this control
to quickly evaluate cell loss probablity after acceptance of a new call was discussed. When

The optimal delay quality control, the optimal control for selective cell discarding,

there is no information on the cell arrival processes except for the specified parameters, the

and a call admission control were synthesized. The optimal delay quality control which

proposed call admission control is available for use in the dimensioning of ATM networks .

minimizes the number of cells delayed beyond the maximum allowable time specified for
A dimensioning method for ATM networks was also developed with a way of thinking
an individual call class was derived, without any assumptions on the cell arrival process or
similar to that used to derive the call admission control.

This proposed dimensioning

buffer management schemes. Implementation of the optimal discipline was also discussed.
met h od is 'non-parametric', and is further divided into call-level dimensioning and cell-level
The optimal control for selective cell discarding was obtained. Under embedded coding
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dimensioning. Call-level dimensioning provides a number of virtual circuits, taking into
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consideration the call loss probability standard. Cell-level dimensioning yields both output

In future integrated networks, it is expected that many new services will be intro-

buffer size and output link capacity, taking into consideration the cell loss probability

duced and that assumptions on traffi c will be difficult to define. Thus, non-parametric

standard and the maximum admissible delay. This dimensioning method is applicable

approaches will become more important. A problem with the non-parametric approach

to multiple traffic classes. It employs the probability density function of the number of

is that the obtained performance measure is wide-ranging. Hence, critical measurement

cells arriving at a fixed interval. However, the p.d.f. need not be parameterized. The

items for non-parametric dimensioning should be investigated, and resu lts obtained from

measured frequency distribution can be used as the p.d.f. This is not the case in the

the investigation should be reflected in the development of the measurement systems.

ordinary dimensioning method based on the queueing theory.

The proposed controls and dimensioning method were disscussed for an ATM node.
However, if burstiness is reduced by concatenating several nodes in an ATM network , the
discussions described for an entry node may be inapplicable to that for a node within a

Looking ahead, a problem with the synthetic approach is that it sometimes yields a
control which is difficult to be realized by a simple hardware configuration. Therefore,
a synthetic approach which yields a class of control schemes should be developed. Only
when the control which can be easily realized is found, it is adopted in the class.

network. To examine this phenomenon, the cell arrival process at the input and output
sides of a node have to be compared. This thesis investigates the departure process of
an N/ G / 1 queue. The N-process, a versatile point process, can model video/ voice cell
arrival processes. Thus, the smoothing effect of passing through a node can be quantatively
evaluated with the theory developed in this thesis. In [Kawarazaki 90], the results presented
in this thesis were directly applied and the following conclusion was obtained: When
transmission efficiency is low, which is the case when video traffic GOS standards are
fulfilled, burstiness is not reduced by passing through nodes. Consequently, the argument
for one node can be applied to all nodes in a network, and it is sufficient to consider a
single node .

This thesis focuses on ATM networks. However, non-parametric and synthetic approaches are also available for other applications.
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